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ABSTRACT 
 
Poultry provides the largest livestock source of protein for human consumption. 
Due to this widespread consumption of poultry products, biotic and abiotic stressors of 
chickens can have negative impacts on the nutrition of humans, as well as the health and 
productivity of chickens. Salmonella-infected poultry products present a food safety 
threat to human consumers, while the exposure of poultry to hot environments raises 
animal welfare issues. Understanding the effects of Salmonella infection and heat stress 
on immunological and metabolic networks in chickens may help to develop strategies to 
circumvent these problems. Therefore, gene expression profiles of Salmonella-infected 
and heat-stressed chickens were characterized. The splenic profiles of selected cytokines 
in S. Enteritidis-infected broiler, Leghorn and Fayoumi hens were analyzed using 
Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR). The results supported the concept that 
chickens from distinct genetic lines utilize different immune mechanisms in response to 
S. Enteritidis infection. Systemic metabolic effects were detected in the liver 
transcriptome of S. Enteritidis-infected broilers using microarrays. A predominant trend 
of down-regulation was observed among the 44 differentially expressed (DE) genes. Cell 
Cycle and Metabolism networks were created from Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) of 
the DE genes. Metabolic responses were also detected in the liver transcriptome in 
response to chronic, cyclic heat stress of chickens. Two networks were created from the 
40 DE genes, “Cell Signaling, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule Biochemistry” and 
“Endocrine System Development and Function, Small Molecule Biochemistry Cell 
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Signaling”. Members of the Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK (MAPK) signal transduction cascade 
(MAPK, P38 MAPK, ERK, ERK1/2) were present in the broiler liver transcriptome in 
response to both S. Enteritidis infection and heat stress, suggesting a common response 
to a wide range of stressors. This dissertation provides novel insights into the effects of 
two important stressors, (S. Enteritidis infection and heat stress) on immunological and 
metabolic-related pathways in chickens, establishing a platform for further investigation 
into the genomics of the stress response of chickens. Ultimately, understanding the 
affected immune and metabolic-related pathways may lead to the commercial production 
of chickens resilient to the effects of S. Enteritidis infection and heat stress. 
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 CHAPTER 1.  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Stress response is the response of the body to stimuli that disturb its homeostasis. 
The stress response is a very complex and multifaceted mechanism; it involves a series 
of behavioral, physiological, metabolic, and immunological reactions that the body uses 
to redistribute the demands placed on it, adapt to stressors, and survive (Shini et al., 
2010). Any stimulus that evokes this response is referred to as a stressor. Researchers 
have investigated the effects of a variety stressors (environmental, climatic, 
physiological, nutritional, microbial, viral) on bird well-being and performance (Al-
Fataftah and Abu-Dieyeh, 2007; Mashalay et al., 2004; Mumma et al., 2006; Redmond 
et al., 2011; Sandercock et al., 2012; Sandford et al., 2011). 
Commercial production of chickens has resulted in intensive selection for 
increased production efficiency. It has also resulted in crowded production 
environments, increasing the exposure of chickens to unintended stressors, such as 
microbial and heat stressors (Cheng et al., 2004). In some cases, selection for production 
traits has increased the line’s susceptibility to stressors (Berrong and Washburn, 1998; 
De Smit et al., 2005; Olkowski et al., 1998). To simultaneously select for production 
traits and increased stress resistance, researchers must understand the genetic 
mechanisms that regulate them. If an immune trait and production trait are negatively 
correlated, selecting for one of these traits will result in poor performance in the other 
trait. In two White Leghorn lines divergently selected for antibody production, Zhou et 
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al. (2012) reported higher 4-week body weights in the line selected for lower antibody 
production when compared to the line selected for higher antibody production. 
The characterization of gene expression profiles of host tissues in response to 
these stressors, have been used to improve the understanding of stress response. 
Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) allows researchers to analyze the 
expression of small numbers of candidate genes; microarray technology allows 
researchers to analyze thousands of genes simultaneously; and RNA-Seq technology 
allows researchers to detect the differential expression of unmapped genes, measure read 
abundance at each exon, locate splice events, and discover candidate genes. Gene 
expression profiles from different tissues and thousands of genes allow researchers to 
infer gene pathways that undely response to stress. The goal of the research summarized 
in this dissertation was to improve the understanding of chicken host response to 
Salmonella Enteritidis and heat stress. The transcriptomic response of the spleen of 
different chicken lines to Salmonella Enteritidis, the broiler liver to Salmonella 
Enteritidis, and the broiler liver to heat stress were assessed by qPCR, microarray, and 
RNA-Seq technologies, respectively. 
Organization of Literature Review  
This literature review examines the impacts of biotic and abiotic stressors on the 
immunological and metabolic responses of chickens, the performance of broilers and 
layers, and the efficiency of poultry production. The literature review also discusses the 
evolution of the molecular methods used to improve stress resistance in poultry. It has 
been organized into seven sections. The first section describes the stressors that affect 
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poultry, and their economic impact on the poultry industry. The second section discusses 
the effect of genetic background on a bird’s immunological and metabolic responses to 
stressors. The third section reviews the host immune response of chickens to Salmonella 
infection as an example of a biotic stressor. The fourth section discusses the effects of 
heat as an abiotic stressor on production traits and immunity in chickens. The fifth 
section describes the effects of globalization on the poultry industry with implications on 
stress. The sixth section discusses the use of molecular markers to improve disease 
resistance in poultry. The seventh section reviews the different approaches that have 
been used to characterize the transcriptome of stressed chickens. 
Literature Review 
Stressors and their Impact on the Poultry Industry 
A considerable portion of the production and financial losses that are incurred by 
poultry producers is due to environmental stress (Capua and Alexander, 2004; 
Kapczynski and King, 2005; St. Pierre et al., 2003). Stressors can include any 
components of the bird’s surroundings that have negative impacts on the physical health, 
mental health, or productivity of the bird. Stressors can be biotic or abiotic. Stress 
associated with bacterial, viral, and fungal pathogens, and temperature is of particular 
interest for poultry production. Salmonella Enteritidis and Salmonella Typhimurium are 
major bacterial pathogens of interest to chicken producers because they can either 
produce clinical symptoms in young and immunocompromised birds or exist at 
subclinical levels (Zhang-Barber et al., 1999). As a result, they can lead to production 
costs due to mortality and culls or retail losses due to food safety concerns or recalls. 
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Salmonella Gallinarium is of particular importance to turkey producers because the 
production time to grow turkeys to market weight is sufficient for S. Gallinarium to 
cause Fowl Typhoid (Shivaprasad, 2000; Shivaprasad, 2003). In the United States, 
approximately 2 million cases of Salmonella infection occur in livestock annually, 
costing an average of $1.4 billion (Comis, 2003). 
Newcastle Disease Virus (NDV) and Avian Influenza Virus (AIV) are viruses 
that are of particular interest to the poultry industry. This interest stems from the 
widespread distribution of these viruses and total depopulation of the flock being 
required for eradication of these viruses (Marangon and Busani, 2006). NDV causes 
apoptosis of infected cells in birds, resulting in gross lesions of the respiratory and 
nervous systems, as well as the swelling of tissues around the eyes and neck, and 
mortality (Ravindra et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2012). The cost of eradicating the 2002-
2003 NDV outbreak in California exceeded $200 million (Kapczynski and King, 2005). 
AIV can cause the same symptoms as NDV but is zoonotic, highly contagious, and very 
deadly (Food and Agricultural Organization/World Organisation for Animal Health, 
2005; Tang et al., 2012). The estimated losses to the U.S. poultry industry due to AIV 
are estimated between $5-212 million (Capua and Alexander, 2004; Farnsworth et al., 
2012). One outbreak in Canada in 2007 cost producers an estimated $646 million U.S. 
dollars (Swayne, 2008). 
Just as the bacterial and viral environments of production birds have impacts on 
the poultry industry, the temperature in which birds are reared has impacts. Heat stress is 
a stress associated with high temperature and is of particular interest to livestock 
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producers. Heat stress occurs when animals experience a negative balance between the 
net energy released by an animal into the surrounding environment, and the amount of 
heat energy the animal produces (Ajakaiye et al., 2011). Heat stress can be divided into 
“acute” and “chronic”. Acute heat stress is characterized by short, sudden periods of 
extremely high temperatures; chronic heat stress is characterized by long periods of high 
temperature (Emery, 2004). Heat stress is thoroughly being investigated by researchers 
because of the increase in temperatures in regions of poultry production and the 
expansion of the poultry industry into regions that have higher temperatures. The effects 
of heat stress can be inflated if the appropriate poultry house design isn’t used or if the 
poultry house is in poor condition. This can occur in poultry houses that don’t have 
appropriate ventilation during the summer or houses that have air flow from the outside 
during the winter, causing birds to crowd and overheat (Akyuz, 2009). In addition to 
region and housing temperatures contributing to heat stress in poultry, transport can also 
play a contributing role. Reports from the U.K. have indicated that as much as 40% of 
mortalities that result during transport are due to “transport stress” (Bayliss and Hinton, 
1990). Exposure to ambient temperature and relative humidity are also thought to play 
roles in these mortalities (Hartung, 2003). The annual heat stress-related cost incurred by 
U.S. poultry producers was recently estimated at approximately $125-165 million, with 
turkey producers incurring a total loss of $14.4 million, and the broiler sector incurring 
$51.8 million (St. Pierre et al., 2003). In 1995, Iowa experienced a 2 week period of 
extreme heat in which producers incurred $9 million in losses due to layer mortality 
(Xin, 1998). Heat stress abatement has been shown to be economically beneficial. 
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Optimal heat abatement in the layer sector reduces total economic losses from $98.1 to 
$61.4 million annually (St. Pierre et al., 2003). In addition to the risk of production 
losses, heat stress conditions pose an animal welfare problem. 
How Genetics Effects Immunological and Metabolic Response to Stressors 
There are many factors that affect a bird’s response to stressors. One of the most 
prominent factors is the genetic background of the bird. Genetic background plays a role 
in a bird’s response to Salmonella infection (Berthelot-Hérault et al., 2003; Cheeseman 
et al., 2007; Redmond et al., 2011). Berthelot-Hérault et al. (2003) reported that IgG and 
IgA levels were significantly higher in a layer line (B13) and a Leghorn line (L2) 
compared to another Leghorn line (PA12) and a meat-type line (Y11). S. Enteritidis 
colonized the ceca of B13 and L2 lines at significantly higher levels than the PA12 and 
Y11 lines (Berthelot-Hérault et al., 2003). Upon evaluating cytokine mRNA expression 
in the spleen and cecum of young chickens infected with S. Enteritidis, Cheeseman et al. 
(2007) observed higher cytokine mRNA expression levels in the spleen and lower levels 
in the cecum of Leghorns versus broilers.  
In addition to measuring cytokine mRNA expression levels in the organs of 
different breeds, cytokine mRNA expression levels of S. Enteritidis-stimulated 
heterophils have also been measured in different breeds. Redmond et al. (2011) reported 
that S.Enteritidis-stimulated heterophils from Leghorns expressed higher levels of 
CXCLi2 mRNA than those from Fayoumis. Heterophils employ phagocytosis (Genovese 
et al., 1999), leukocyte degranulation (He et al., 2005), and extracellular traps to fight 
pathogens (Chuammitri et al., 2009), so they have been associated with livestock 
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pathogen resistance. Therefore, susceptibility of different genetic lines of chickens to 
Salmonella was evaluated by Swaggerty et al. (2004). The researchers found higher 
levels of heterophil migration to the abdominal cavity and higher levels of circulating 
CXCLi2 mRNA in resistant versus susceptible lines. 
Genetic background has also been shown to a play role in a bird’s response to 
viral infection. In a study contrasting the immune response of a high cell-mediated 
immunity chicken line and a low cell-mediated immunity chicken line to NDV, Ahmed 
et al. (2007) observed higher levels of iNOS, NO, and IFN-γ  mRNA in the high cell-
mediated immunity line. Sacco et al. (1993) reported differences in antibody titers to 
NDV vaccination between a RBC2 (random-bred control) line of turkey and a line 
selected for higher 16-week body weight. The line selected for 16-week body weight, 
had higher serum antibody titers to NDV 3 weeks post vaccination at 9 and 12 weeks of 
age. A difference in susceptibility to HPAI (Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza) H7N1 
was observed between 3 commercial broiler lines (A, B, C), a White Leghorn line (E), 
and a New Hampshire line (D) (Sironi et al., 2008). Lines A, C, and D displayed high 
susceptibility to HPAI, while lines B and E displayed resistance to HPAI.  
Genetic background also plays a role in a bird’s response to heat stress. Heat 
stress is a major concern because it can affect the production traits of birds. Berrong and 
Washburn (1998) demonstrated that the Athens-Canadian Randombred (ACRB) chicken 
line had significantly lower plasma protein and body temperature than commercial 
broilers, in response to heat stress. The commercial broilers experienced a much greater 
decrease in body weight gain than the ACRB line. Felver-Gant et al. (2012) reported that 
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heat stress resulted in higher levels of heat shock protein 70 (HSP70) in the livers of 
White Leghorn hens selected for high productivity and survivability (KGB) than White 
Leghorn hens selected for high egg production (DXL). Heat stress can result in 
significantly different enzymatic concentrations in genetically distinct lines of chickens. 
In an experiment that compared egg quality traits in a LW (Lohman White) line, NH 
(New Hampshire) line, NN (Naked Neck) line, and the F1 progeny of NN x LW and NN 
x NW crosses in response to heat stress, Melesse et al. (2010) reported that the NN line 
and the F1 progeny displayed a greater level of resistance to heat stress than the 
commercial lines. Melesse et al. (2011) compared the levels of metabolic enzymes: 
lactate dehydrogenase, creatine kinase, glutamic pyruvic transaminase, and thyroid 
hormone (T3), in the blood of a WL-dw (dwarf White Leghorn) line, LW line, LB 
(Lohmann Brown) line, NW line, and a WL-FE (White Leghorn selected for feed 
efficiency) line. The WL-dw line was the most heat tolerant line (Melesse et al., 2011). 
The WL-dw line had significantly higher levels of lactose dehydrogenase compared to 
the LW, LB, and NH lines, significantly higher levels of creatine kinase compared to the 
LW, NH, and WL-FE lines, the largest glutamic pyruvic transaminase activity compared 
to the LB, NH, and WL-FE lines, and the highest level of thyroid hormone (T3) 
(Melesse et al.,2011).  
In summary, distinct genetic lines respond differently to stressors, suggesting that 
immunological and metabolic stress response mechanisms of chickens vary by genetic 
background. 
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Host Immune Response of Chickens to Salmonella  
The avian immune system contains two key branches, innate (non-specific) and 
adaptive (specific) immunity. The innate immune system is the first line of defense 
against pathogens and is composed of natural barriers, secretions, and leukocytes that 
have phagocytic functions. These leukocytes include macrophages, heterophils, 
thrombocytes, and natural killer (NK) cells (Erf, 2004). The first physical barrier of 
protection against Salmonella is the intestinal epithelium. S. Enteritidis has a high 
capability for colonization of the cecum compared to S. Pullorum and S. Gallinarium 
(Setta et al., 2010).  The cecum is colonized within 12 hours of oral ingestion of S. 
Enteritidis (Van Immerseel, 2002). This colonization elicits a significant increase in the 
number of macrophages and heterophils that are present in the cecum. Tissue-specific 
colonization of macrophages involves the migration of monocytes from circulation in 
response to chemotactic signals (Kaspers et al., 2008). Withanage et al. (2004) detected 
the expression of IL-8, MIP1-β, and K60 in the livers and spleens of newly hatched 
chicks shortly after S. Typhimurium infection. This gene expression pattern reflects the 
signaling of macrophages and heterophils to the site of infection. As mentioned earlier, 
macrophages along with heterophils are responsible for engulfing and removing 
pathogens (Erf, 2004). Along with performing phagocytosis, macrophages and 
heterophils can also produce oxygen derivatives that kill microorganisms through the 
process of oxidative burst (Lin, 1992). S. Enteritidis-exposed macrophages have been 
reported to stimulate IL-2 production, signaling NK (natural killer) cells to secrete IFN-
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γ, activating other macrophages and leading to the production of nitric oxide (Eisenstein, 
2001). NK cells are ready to kill through degranulation unless inhibited by signals such 
as TGF-β (Abbas et al., 2000). During the embryonic stage of development, the spleen is 
a key site of production of such granulocytes (Pope, 2001). Extracellular trap production 
and degranulation are two mechanisms by which heterophils kill microbial pathogens 
(He et al., 2005; Redmond et al., 2011). Once TLR-4 recognizes pathogen-associated 
molecular patterns (PAMP), the stimulation of heterophil phagocytosis, hetorophil 
oxidative burst, and the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines on the surface of 
heterophils occurs (Akashi et al., 2001; Farnell et al., 2003; Kogut et al., 2001; Kogut et 
al., 2005). The level of expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines on the surface of 
heterophils corresponds to the S. Enteritidis resistance level of chickens (Redmond et al., 
2009; Swaggerty et al., 2004). Cytokine expression helps to regulate and signal 
transition from the innate and adaptive immune responses (Kaiser et al., 2006). For 
example, IL-6 is a pro-inflammatory cytokine that is important in the development of 
adaptive immune responses, leading to the differentiation and growth of B (Bursal) 
lymphocytes and cytotoxic T (Thymic) cells (Hirana et al. (1994).  
The adaptive immune response is the branch of immunity that is specific. It is 
responsible for not only eliminating pathogens, but also for the memory of pathogens for 
a heightened immune response the second time the pathogen is encountered. The level of 
Salmonella-specific adaptive immune responses and cytokine production has been 
associated with the ability to eliminate systemic Salmonella infection (Beal, 2004). The 
adaptive immune response can be separated into the cell-mediated and humoral 
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responses. Cell-mediated immunity (CMI) is responsible for eliminating intracellular 
pathogens while humoral immunity is responsible for eliminating extracellular 
pathogens (Erf, 2004).  
The antigen-specific cells of the CMI response are T cells (Chen et al., 1991). 
Avian T cells are classified into two groups (αβ and γδ) based on their TCR (T cell 
receptor) (Berndt et al., 2006). Avian T cells with γδ TCR are comprised of cells that 
contain CD4
+
 and CD8
+
 surface markers (Berndt et al., 2006). Avian T cells with αβ 
TCR can be further divided into Vβ1 and Vβ2 subpopulations (Berndt et al., 2006). 
Avian αβ T cells have been less characterized than the γδ T cells. The γδ T cells that 
bear the CD4
+
 surface marker are referred to as Th (T-helper) cells. Th cells function in 
antigen recognition, the production of cytokines, and the expression of cell surface 
markers to activate other cells (Erf, 2004). The activation of either the cell-mediated or 
humoral immune responses is dependent upon the cytokines that Th cells produce 
(Arstila et al., 1994). Cell-mediated immunity is associated with the Th1 response and 
antibody production is associated with the Th2 response (Kaiser and Stäheli, 2008). The 
Th1 inflammatory response in chickens is driven by IL -12 (Kaiser and Stäheli, 2008). 
The production of Th1 cytokines IFN-γ, IL-1, IL-2,IL-6, IL-8, and MIP-1β elicits the 
CMI response, whereas the production of Th2 cytokines IL-3, IL-4, IL-5, IL-13 and 
Grunulocyte Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor (GM-CSF) produces the humoral 
response (Eckman and Kagnoff, 2001; Kaiser and Stäheli, 2008; Setta et al., 2012).  In 
mammals, other members of the IL-12 family (IL-23 and IL-27) regulate the Th1/Th2 
responses (Kaiser and Stäheli, 2008). Although IL-23 and IL-27 haven’t been identified 
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in chickens, their receptors have, lending support that similar mechanisms may exist in 
chickens (Kaiser et al., 2005). 
When T cells are screened for the antigen specificity of their TCR during T cell 
development, they also are screened for host MHC II (Major Histocompatibility 
Complex class II) (Erf, 2004). This process ensures that the T cell will have specificity 
for a particular antigen-peptide complex on APC (Antigen Presenting Cells) and be able 
to distinguish between foreign and host antigens (Erf, 2004). An antigen is either 
presented as endogenous or exogenous, this results in an antigen-peptide complex that is 
expressed on the surface of APC that are bound to either MHC class I or MHC II 
molecules (Kaspers et al., 2008). In the case of endogenous antigens, the APC presents 
the antigen-peptide complex to MHC I-associated molecules. In the case of exogenous 
antigens such as Salmonella infection, the APC presents the antigen-peptide complex to 
MHC II-associated molecules, leading to the proliferation of activated Th cells and the 
production of memory cells (Abbas et al., 2000). Upon a repeat S. Enteritidis encounter, 
these memory cells will result in the rapid elimination of the pathogen before it causes 
disease (Abbas et al., 2000).  
The γδ T cells that bear the CD8+ surface marker are referred to as Tc (cytotoxic 
T) cells. Tc cells are effector cells of the CMI response that interacts with the 
endogenous antigen-peptide complex associated with the MHC I (Abbas et al., 2000). 
Because all nucleated cells express MHC I, no APC are needed for recognition. After 
CD8
+
 T cells interact with the antigen-peptide complex, Th cells secrete IL-2 and IFN-γ 
cytokines that activate Tc cells (Erf, 2004). The production of specific cytokines at 
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particular times during the immune response to Salmonella controls the level and 
direction of that immune response. Using a murine model, Fahy et al. (2006) 
demonstrated that the chemotactic cytokine (chemokine) CXCL16 was involved in 
controlling the cell-mediated production of IFN-γ during primary S. Enteritidis infection 
and the bacterial burden of the liver and spleen during secondary infection. Upon 
activation, Tc cells differentiate into effector Tc cells or memory cells. The granules of 
effector Tc cells move to the site of Tc cell-antigen contact and release cytolytic 
products by exocytosis (Abbas et al., 2000).  
The other component of adaptive immunity, the humoral response, involves the 
activity of B lymphocytes. Avian B cells originate and differentiate in an organ that is 
unique to avian species, the Bursa of Fabricius (Barnes, 2001; Glick, 1988). The Bursa 
of Fabricius contains between 8,000 and 12,000 follicles and a large amount of packed B 
cells in the cortex (Pope, 2001; Scott, 2004). The B cells mature in these follicles and 
develop antigenic diversity when exposed to external antigens by APC (Glick, 1977; 
Ratcliffe, 1989). Mature B cells migrate from the Bursa of Fabricius and reside in the 
spleen, mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT), lymph nodes, and the circulatory 
system (Pope, 2001). This allows the immune system to maintain a humoral response 
after the Bursa of Fabricius naturally degenerates at 14-20 weeks of age (Pope, 2001).  
The chicken’s humoral response heavily relies on the lymphoid tissues that line 
the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts, MALT and gut-associated lymphoid tissue 
(GALT) (Olah et al., 2003). The cecal tonsil, the largest GALT tissue, plays a role in 
antibody production and is a designated location for B cell differentiation (Olah et al., 
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2003). Humoral immunity in response to pathogens in the gastrointestinal tract is 
thought to be due to secretory antibodies, most notably IgA (Lee et al., 1981). Avian IgA 
and IgM are produced by plasma B cells that are located in the lamina propia 
(Bienenstock et al., 1973; Parry et al., 1977). The plasma B cells then secrete the 
antibodies into the gut lumen by transport through epithelial cells (Brandtzaeg and 
Baklien, 1977). Lee et al. (1981) detected high levels of specific antibody in the bile of 
S. Typhimurium-infected chickens and concluded that the liver-biliary system might be 
an important route for the delivery of specific antibody into the intestinal tract. There are 
various locations along the gastrointestinal tract (Peyer’s patches) that are major sites for 
IgA responses to pathogens (Lillehoj, 1996). Mature B cells in the spleen help regulate 
the levels of antibody that enter the circulatory tract. Antibody levels in the serum are 
also indicative of the ability of a bird’s immune system to respond to pathogenic 
bacterial infection (Hofacre et al.,1986; Leitner et al., 1992). To date, the most effective 
methods for monitoring humoral responses to Salmonella have been agglutination 
techniques or by ELISA assays (Zhang-Barber et al., 1999).  
Effects of Heat Stress on Weight Gain, Egg Laying Efficiency, and Immunity in 
Chickens  
As aforementioned, heat stress is a major stressor that affects the profitability of 
poultry producers (St. Pierre et al., 2003). In broilers, chronic heat stress has been shown 
to have detrimental effects on performance and immunity. Al-Fataftah and Abu-Dieyeh 
(2007) reported that long-term exposure to temperatures that exceed 25
o
 C in 4-8 week 
old ISA Vedette broilers negatively affect performance. This reduction in performance is 
caused by a combination of factors including reduction in feed consumption, digestive 
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inefficiency, and impaired metabolism (Emmans and Charles, 1989; Farrell and Swain, 
1978; Har et al., 2000). The metabolic utilization of nutrients that occurs after feed 
intake causes an increase in body temperature (Akyuz, 2009). Reduced feed intake in 
response to chronic heat stress is thought to be a mechanism by which the birds reduce 
their body temperatures (May and Lott, 1992). Geraert et al. (1996) reported a reduction 
in the metabolic utilization of nutrients in 2 and 4-week old Shaver broiler chickens 
under heat exposure in response to endocrine control. The altered metabolism from heat 
stress exposure has also been associated with poor carcass quality. Ain Baziz et al. 
(1996) reported that 4-week old broiler males had a decreased unsaturated: saturated 
fatty acid ratio in abdominal and subcutaneous tissues but not in intermuscular or 
intramuscular tissues, under heat stress conditions. Chronic heat stress significantly 
reduces the size of the gastrointestinal tract (Bonnet et al., 1997).  
In layers, chronic heat stress has negative impacts on ovarian function, egg 
quality, and the immune response. Although the detrimental effect of heat stress on egg 
production has been well documented, the cause of this effect is less known (Rozenboim 
et al., 2007). Smith and Oliver (1972) demonstrated that the effect of high temperatures 
on egg production is largely unrelated to feed intake. Other researchers have reported 
that the reduction in egg production in response to heat stress is due to lowered 
reproductive performance (Etches et al., 1995). Heat reduces luteinizing hormone and 
hypothalamic gonadotropin-releasing hormone-I levels in Leghorns (Donoghue et al., 
1989). It also results increased levels of prolactin which causes a reduction in 
gonadotropin levels and ovarian regression (Rozenboim et al., 1993; You et al., 1995; 
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Youngren et al., 1991). Wolfenson et al. (1981) suggests that reduction in ovarian 
function might be due to reduced blood flow to the ovaries. In concordance with reduced 
ovarian function, the qualities of eggs are negatively impacted by heat stress exposure 
(Mack et al., 2010). The weights of eggs produced by 30-week old White Leghorns 
significantly drop in response to heat stress (Rozenboim et al., 2007). In a study that 
examined characteristics of eggs from 28-week old White Leghorn and Dekalb layers 
randomly placed in heat stress or control treatments, Mack et al. (2010) reported a 
reduction in egg number, egg weight, and shell thickness in the birds that were exposed 
to heat stress. Some researchers have studied the effects of heat stress at specific times 
on particular egg characteristics. When mature laying hens were exposed to either 6-7 
hour periods of 43
o
C for 8 days or 6-7 hour periods of 43
o
C for 5 nights, egg-shell 
quality was significantly reduced in eggs from the hens that experienced heat stress 
during the day (Wolfenson et al., 1978). Egg production was significantly decreased in 
hens that experienced nocturnal heat stress; there was no change in the egg production of 
hens that experienced heat stress during the day (Wolfenson et al., 1978). 
 In addition to having negative effects on the performance and physiological 
characteristics of poultry, heat stress also affects immune function. The first researchers 
to demonstrate that heat stress affected specific immunity were Thaxton et al. (1968). 
This study proved that the development of the specific immune response of young 
chickens was affected when they were exposed to temperatures that ranged from 44.4
o
C 
to 47.8
o
C (Thaxton et al., 1968). The suppression of white blood cells and the increase in 
the heterophil/lymphocyte ratio, an indicator of stress, are among the effects that heat 
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stress has on the immune function of poultry (Gross and Siegel, 1983; Heller et al., 
1979; Mogenet and Youbicier-Simo, 1998). In addition to heterophil/lymphocyte ratio, 
Mashaly et al. (2004) reported that chronic heat stress in 26-week old layer hens resulted 
in a decrease in antibody titer to sheep red blood cells (SRBC) as well.  
Globalization of the Poultry Industry  
Poultry production has increasingly become a global industry over the last 4 
decades. This globalization has been fueled by the creation of multinational corporations 
such as the E.W. Group, the Hendrix Group, and Brasil Foods. With technological 
advancements, global communication has drastically increased, facilitating the global 
exchange of resources and ideas. This globalization has had impacts on the poultry 
production landscape, international trade, public health, and biosecurity. The poultry 
industry has especially experienced remarkable growth over the past 4 decades. Poultry 
meat and egg production increased at a faster rate from 1970 to 2005 than that of beef 
and veal or swine production (Windhorst, 2006). Most of this growth occurred during 
the 1990s when the production of poultry meat and eggs in developed (North American 
and European) countries was surpassed by the production of developing (Asian and 
South American) countries. In 2005, developing countries contributed approximately 
67% to the global egg production (Windhorst, 2006).  
Accompanying shifts in the poultry production landscape, the import/export 
market of poultry products has also changed. Poultry meat exports from developing 
countries increased from only 2.9% in 1970 to 37.8% in 2004. During the 1990s and 
early 2000s, consumption in India and production of poultry products increased 11% as 
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compared to a global growth rate of 5% (Landes, 2002). In 2000, the top 3 exporters of 
chicken meat were the U.S. (37%), the E.U. (26%), and China (17%), while in 2005 the 
top 3 exporters of chicken meat were Brazil (34%), the U.S. (31%), and the E.U. (26%) 
(FAOSTAT, 2012). The U.S. market share decreased 7% during this time because of 
lower importation needs of the Russian Federation (Windhorst, 2006). The United States 
Department of Agriculture predicts that Brazil will continue to be the top exporter of 
chicken meat because of a higher demand for Brazilian products due to competitiveness 
and market promotion in new markets (USDA/ERS, 2007). Not only was there a change 
in the share of global exportation of poultry meat products from developing countries, 
there was also a change in the type of poultry meat that is exported. In 1970, chicken 
meat constituted 92% of the global poultry meat that was exported, this share of the 
global market had decreased to 75.4% in 2004 (Windhorst, 2006). This change was due 
to an increase in the consumption of turkey meat during this time. 
With shifts in the export market of poultry meat and eggs from developed 
countries with well-established regulations and agencies to developing countries with 
less established infrastructure, public health and biosecurity has become a major area of 
focus. Generally trade is regarded as safe when in line with the World Organization for 
Animal Health’s guidelines, but cross-border trade was identified as the cause for the 
spread of Avian Influenza (H5N1) in Africa and Asia (Kilpatrick et al., 2007). In 
developing countries most of the poultry production occurs in close proximity to human 
population centers (Otte et al., 2007). The risks of public safety and biosecurity are 
magnified by the fact that the human population has grown to approximately 700 million 
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people and most of this growth has occurred in developing countries (Otte et al., 2007). 
The production of large amounts of poultry products is commonly accompanied by 
large-scale swine operations in developing countries. The confinement of large 
populations of poultry alongside large populations of swine, increases the likelihood of 
development and evolution of zoonotic pathogens (Otte et., al 2007). The proximity of 
large urban centers near these operations further increases the risk of the development of 
a pandemic infectious disease. A common misconception is that better biosecurity 
measures are taken by larger facilities, when in fact the risk of infection and pathogen 
spread rises with the intensity of the operation (Otte et al., 2007). In the absence of 
proper infrastructure for intense poultry production, developing countries lack the ability 
to accommodate the large amounts of waste that are produced. The disposal of waste is 
important because the survival period of many enteric organisms ranges from a day to 
months in manure and waste water (Guan and Holley, 2003; Nicholson et al., 2005). 
According to Cole et al. (2000), pathogens such as Campylobacter spp, Salmonella spp,  
Brucella spp, Clostridium perfringens and Listeria monocytogenes can exist in high 
levels in fresh poultry manure; these organisms can also exist in infectious levels even 
after on-site holding. Biosecurity involves a combination of “bioexclusion” and 
“biocontainment” (Dargatz et al., 2002). Bioexclusion is defined as measures that 
prevent the introduction of a pathogen into members of a flock, whereas biocontainment 
addresses a pathogen’s ability to spread within a flock or escape containment (Dargatz  
et al., 2002). As large-scale poultry production continues to spread into new regions of 
the world, the ability to maintain biosecurity decreases. Sawabe et al. (2004) reported 
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that during a 2004 HPAI outbreak in Kyoto, Japan, flies that were captured near the 
broiler facilities carried the same strain (H5N1) as the chickens of the infected farm. 
Thus, with the globalization of the poultry industry into less developed regions of the 
world, the risk of the spread of infectious viral and bacterial diseases is heightened. 
Improving Resistance Using Molecular Markers   
Before the development of molecular markers, morphological markers were used 
to indirectly select for traits. Sax (1923) reported the co-segregation of seed size and 
seed coat color in Phaseolus vulgaris. The use of molecular markers to select for traits of 
interest is referred to as marker-assisted selection (MAS) (Beckmann and Soller, 1983). 
MAS was first proposed by Thoday (1961), but didn’t become widespread until the 
development of molecular markers. The molecular markers that have been used in MAS 
include restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), minisatellites, 
microsatellites, randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), amplified fragment 
length polymorphisms (AFLPs), and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). RFLPs 
were the earliest form of DNA markers used for MAS (Gholizadeh et al., 2008). The use 
of RFLPs for genotyping resulted in relatively low coverage of genomes and a high 
number of linkage groups (Siegel et al., 2006). This inability of RFLPs to be efficiently 
used in genotyping, led to the use of microsatellites.  Prior to SNPs, microsatellites were 
the most widely used markers for quantitative trait loci (QTL) detection because they 
were easily transferred to resource populations that were segregating for QTLs of 
interest (Siegel et al., 2006). QTLs are loci that carry alleles that affect continuous traits 
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(Falconer and Mackay, 1996). To detect linkage between a marker and a QTL with low 
to moderate effects, a large number of animals are required (Darvasi et al., 1993). 
Several QTL mapping experiments using microsatellites, have successfully 
identified disease resistance-associated regions in the chicken genome. Vallejo et al. 
(1998) used genetic mapping to identify 2 significant and 2 suggestive QTL that affected 
MDV susceptibility in an F2 White Leghorn population. Upon fine mapping, Yonash et 
al. (1999) identified 8 new QTL that were associated with MDV susceptibility. Heifetz 
et al. (2007) used a reciprocal backcross population created by crossing two Leghorn 
lines that differed in their resistance levels to MDV to identify 15 QTL regions on 10 
chromosomes that were associated with MDV resistance. Zhu et al. (2003) detected a 
QTL on chromosome 1 of coccidiosis-infected broilers that was associated with oocyst 
shedding. Subsequently, Kim et al. (2006) unsuccessfully attempted to use fine mapping 
techniques to determine the physical location of the QTL on chromosome 1. Lamont et 
al. (2002) reported that a positional candidate and 3 other candidate genes were 
associated with S. Enteritidis colonization in a novel genetic cross. 
With the availability of the chicken genome sequence, the development of a 
genetic variation map containing 2.8 million SNPs, and the development of high density 
SNP panels, researchers were able to perform genome-wide association studies (GWAS 
) (International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004; International Chicken 
Polymorphism Map Consortium, 2004). GWAS is an approach that surveys the genome 
for genetic variants using panels that contain thousands of SNPs (Hirschhorn and Daly, 
2005). It has been used as a powerful tool to provide insight into complex traits 
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(McCarthy et al., 2008). Using a panel of 3,000 SNPs to analyze abdominal fatness in 
two F2 populations, Abasht and Lamont (2007) reported the first GWAS in chickens. 
The study identified 15 markers that were significantly associated with abdominal 
fatness in a broiler x Fayoumi cross and 24 markers that were associated with abdominal 
fatness in a broiler x Leghorn cross (Abasht and Lamont, 2007). Fife et al. (2010) 
utilized a high-density SNP panel containing 1255 SNPs covering the whole genome to 
identify 4 QTL that were associated with S. Enteritidis colonization. Once the GWAS 
approach became more common in poultry, more dense SNP panels were developed 
(Groenen et al., 2011). Using the 60K Illumina iSelect chicken array that was developed 
by the USDA Chicken Genome-Wide Marker Assisted Selection Consortium, Redmond 
et al. (2011) reported that the SLC11A1 gene and the SAL1 locus were significantly 
associated with the phagocytosis of S. Enteritidis-stimulated heterophils. Li et al. (2012) 
also used the 60K Illumina iSelect chicken array to find two SNPs that were associated 
with MDV in Leghorn chickens.  
Using high-density SNP panels, researchers are attempting to move from GWAS 
to genome-wide marker-assisted selection or genomic selection. Genomic selection was 
first proposed by Meuwissen et al. (2001) and involved performance prediction in a set 
of animals using their genotypes for a high density SNP panel. This prediction is based 
on LD between markers and genes of interest from a GWAS study using the same SNP 
panel (Wray et al., 2007). The availability of the 600K high-density SNP chip to provide 
very complete coverage of the chicken genome allows researchers to genotype animals 
at a much greater magnitude (Fulton, 2012). The combination of imputation of progeny 
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genotypes and parental high-density genotype information improves the accuracy of 
selection from 40% to 60% for production traits (Wang et al., 2011; Wolc et al., 2011). 
The use of genomic selection to select for disease resistance in chickens was shown to be 
promising in a preliminary genomic selection study for Salmonella carrier-state 
resistance (Calenge et al., 2011). Currently, the cost of high-density genotyping a single 
bird (approximately $150-$250), presents a challenge to wide spread adoption of 
genomic selection (Avendano et al., 2010).  As the cost of high-density genotyping chips 
continues to decrease, the use of genomic selection by the poultry industry for disease 
resistance or other traits will become increasingly feasible. 
Evaluating the Transcriptome of Stressed Chickens 
The transcriptome represents the portion of the genome that is transcribed into 
mRNA and non-coding, regulator RNAs (Adams, 2008). The non-coding RNAs that 
have regulatory functions include tRNA (transfer RNA), rRNA (ribosomal RNA), 
snRNA (small nuclear RNA), snoRNA (small nucleolar RNA), and miRNA 
(microRNA) (Drenkow et al., 200). During transcription, the introns (non-coding 
sections of the genome that separate the coding sections) are spliced out of the transcript, 
leaving the exons (coding sections of the genome) to be transcribed into mRNA (Clancy, 
2008). This splicing process creates the mRNA that will be translated into proteins. 
Alternative splicing, RNA editing, and termination sites, can produce many different 
variants or isoforms for one gene (Adams, 2008). The production or expression of these 
different variants can induce changes in disease-associated traits (Schadt et al., 2008). 
Researchers expect that, by characterizing the transcriptome of specific tissues, they can 
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determine what genes are up-regulated or down-regulated in response to different 
stimuli. In turn, they aim to associate different disease-associated phenotypes with the 
expression of particular genes or gene variants. 
A common method used to analyze the expression of specific candidate genes is 
qPCR (Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction). This technique analyzes gene 
expression by monitoring the amplification level of a gene based on the initial amounts 
of template molecules (Wilhelm and Pingoud, 2003). This is done by using fluorescent 
dyes to generate fluorescence signals that are proportional to the PCR product that is 
produced (Wittwer et al., 1998). A major advantage of qPCR is its high accuracy 
compared to other methods that are used to quantify nucleic acids (Wilhelm and 
Pingoud, 2003).  
The expressions of many of the disease-associated candidate genes in poultry that 
have been measured using qPCR include cytokines, toll-like receptors, and 
immunoglobulin. Parvizi et al. (2009) reported temporal differences in the splenic 
expression of IFN-γ, IL-6, IL-10, and IL-18 in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells that were isolated 
from MDV-resistant and -susceptible chicken lines after MDV challenge. IgM and IgG 
were also differentially expressed in the spleen of MDV-infected chickens that varied in 
MDV resistance (Sarson et al., 2008). Cheeseman et al. (2007) reported that IL-18 and 
IFN-γ mRNA levels were significantly more highly expressed in broilers, Fayoumis, and 
Leghorns after S. Enteritidis infection. Sadeyen et al. (2004) reported that IFN-γ mRNA 
levels in response to S. Enteritidis infection, were significantly lower in an S. Enteritidis-
susceptible line compared to an S. Enteritidis- resistant line. In embryonic chicken 
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lymphoid cells, an up-regulation of IL-6, IL-8 and IFN-γ mRNA levels was reported by 
Khatri and Sharma, (2009) in response to IBDV (Infectious Bursal Disease Virus). 
Abasht et al. (2009) measured the expression of TLR-2, TLR-4, and TLR-5 in the cecum 
and spleen of Fayoumis, Leghorns, and broilers in response to S. Enteritidis challenge 
and reported that Fayoumis expressed TLR-2 and TLR-4 mRNA at higher levels than 
Leghorns, while broilers expressed TLR-5 at higher levels than Leghorns and Fayoumis. 
With the advent of microarray technology, researchers were able to quantify the 
expression of thousands of genes simultaneously. Microarray technology provided 
relatively high specificity and gave researchers a snapshot of an organism’s gene 
expression at a specific point in time (Karakach et al., 2010). This snapshot was a truer 
representative of the full transcriptome, not just the isolated elements that qPCR offered. 
The two major types of microarrays are Affymetrix arrays and spotted arrays. 
Affymetrix arrays are commonly used short oligonucleotide-based microarrays, which 
utilize multiple probes for each gene (Zakharkin et al., 2005). cDNA arrays are 
microarrays that contain a matrix of  printed cDNA probes (Duggan et al., 1999). Both 
of these microarray platforms are selective in content, and require hybridization, image 
processing, and normalization techniques before any inferences can be made about 
differential expression (Karakach et al., 2010; Maskos and Southern, 1992; Schena, 
2002).  
Researchers have carried out many microarray experiments evaluating the effects 
of stressors on the transcriptome of poultry. Oligonucleotide and cDNA array 
technologies were used by van Hemert et al. (2006) to analyze early host response of 
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slow-growing and fast-growing lines to intestinal S. Enteritidis infection. Inflammatory 
genes were up-regulated in the fast-growing line after S. Enteritidis infection, while 
acute phase response genes, the fibrinogen system genes, and polymerization genes were 
up-regulated in the slow-growing line (van Hemert et al., 2006). Ciraci et al. (2010) used 
the 38,535-probeset Affymetrix GeneChip Chicken Genome array to demonstrate in 
vitro stimulation of HD11 cells with S. Typhimurium endotoxin causes an inflammatory 
response with the induction of NFKBIA, IL-1B, IL-8, and CCL-4 consistently across all 
time points. Using the chicken 44k Agilent microarray to characterize response of the 
splenic transcriptome of commercial broilers to APEC (Avian Pathogenic E. coli), 
Sandford et al. (2011) reported that increases in gene expression levels were associated 
with more severe pathology. Upon gene ontology analysis, many of the overrepresented 
biological terms were white blood cell regulation, defense/immune response to bacteria, 
and metabolism (Sandford et al., 2011).  According to Munira et al. (2005), stimulation 
of primary chicken embryo cells from specific pathogen free (SPF) chickens with NDV 
causes a pronounced suppression of the IFN genes, silencing of cytoskeletal genes, and 
down-regulation of the thioredoxin gene. Upon evaluating the effect of acute heat stress 
on spermatogenesis in the L2 strain of Taiwan country chickens, Wang et al. (2012) 
found that the differentially expressed genes were related to stress, transport, signal 
transduction, and metabolism.  
Although microarray technology provided an improved view of the 
transcriptome, there are still limitations associated with microarrays. These limitations 
include cross hybridization artifacts, dye-based detection, and the difficulty of detecting 
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splice patterns and unmapped genes (Casneuf et al., 2007; Mortazavi et al., 2008). 
Microarray technology can only detect the differential expression of the genes that are 
present on the array. A simpler, more effective technique to characterize the 
transcriptome is the RNA-seq approach. RNA-seq, the direct ultra-high-throughput 
sequencing of cDNA, yields sequence reads that are individually mapped to the genome 
and counted to obtain read abundance at each exon, locate splice events, and discover 
candidate genes (Casneuf et al., 2007). RNA-seq involves converting mRNA to a cDNA 
library with adapters at both ends, next each molecule with or without amplification is 
sequenced in a high-throughput process to obtain single- or paired-end reads, the 
sequences are then aligned to the genome to produce a transcriptional assembly of all 
reads across the genome (Wang et al., 2007).  
In spite of RNA-seq being an emerging technology, researchers have used this 
technique to study the effects of stresses on the transcriptome of poultry. Connell et al. 
(2012) used the Illumina Genomone Analyzer II platform to compare the cecal 
transcriptome of two chicken lines differing in their resistance to C. jejuni colonization. 
After C. jejuni infection, higher mRNA expression levels of genes that participate in 
immune function, cytokine signaling, B cell and T cell activation, and angiotensin 
function were observed in birds from the resistant line, suggesting a suppression of these 
functions in the susceptible line (Connell et al., 2012). MacEachern et al. (2010) also 
used the Illumina Genome Analyzer II platform to characterize the splenic transcriptome 
of ADOL Line 6 (MDV-resistant) and ADOL Line 7 (MDV-susceptible) chickens in 
response to MDV. After analyzing the reads for allele-specific expression (ASE) using 
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the Illumina Golden Gate platform, the authors found 5,360 coding single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (cSNPs) in 3,773 genes displayed allelic imbalance and can be further 
studied to quantify the total effect of each cSNP on MDV resistance (MacEachern et al., 
2010). Nie et al. (2012) used Solexa sequencing to compare the splenic transcriptome 
profiles of male broilers that were either challenged with APEC or non-challenged. The 
samples were grouped based on pathology severity (mild, severe, and non-challenged). 
There were 2,320 genes differently expressed between the mild and severe broilers, 
7,764 genes differentially expressed between the severe and non-challenged broilers, and 
6,844 genes that were differentially expressed between the non-challenged and mild 
broilers (Nie et al., 2012). Although the literature contains an abundance of reports using 
RNA-seq to characterize the transcriptome of viral- and bacterial-infected poultry, the 
literature using RNA-seq to characterize the effects of heat stress on the poultry 
transcriptome have been limited. Li et al. (2011) reported 110 DE genes in response to 
chronic, cyclic heat stress in broilers. Mitogen-associated protein kinase (MAPK) and 
NFkB pathways were elicited in response to the heat stress treatment. Wang et al. (2013) 
reported 169 DE genes in testis samples in response to acute heat stress in Taiwanese 
roosters. Response to stress, transport, signal transport, and metabolism were among the 
most represented functions of the DE genes. 
In summary, researchers have moved from the ability to only analyze the genetic 
effects of stressors in poultry on a gene level to analyzing these effects on a 
transcriptome level. This will provide further insight in the gene expression and gene 
interactions that exist on a tissue level in response to stressors.  
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CHAPTER 2.  DISTINCT LINES OF CHICKENS EXPRESS 
DIFFERENT SPLENIC CYTOKINE PROFILES IN RESPONSE TO 
SALMONELLA ENTERITIDIS CHALLENGE 
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Abstract  
Chicken meat and eggs contaminated with Salmonella result in economic losses 
in the poultry industry and potential human infection. Intestinal parasites have been 
shown to lead to a reduction in the utilization of nutrients and performance in poultry. 
This study provides insight into the immune responses used by hens of 3 genetically 
distinct chicken lines (broiler, Leghorn, and Fayoumi) in the presence and absence of 
Salmonella Enteritidis infection. Understanding the range of immune responses used by 
different lines in response to Salmonella Enteritidis may help the poultry industry 
genetically select birds that are more pathogen resistant. The splenic mRNA levels of 
several immune-related genes [IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-18, macrophage inflammatory 
protein 1β, interferon (IFN)-γ, transforming growth factor β1, and regulated upon 
activation, normal T cell expressed, and secreted (RANTES)] were analyzed by 
quantitative PCR. Line, challenge, and their interaction were considered fixed effects. 
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 Line had a significant effect on the mRNA expression of RANTES (P < 0.02) 
and IFN-γ (P < 0.03). Broilers expressed significantly more splenic RANTES mRNA 
than Fayoumis, and significantly more splenic IFN-γ mRNA than Leghorns (P < 0.05). 
There was a significant interaction of genetic line and challenge on IL-18 (P < 0.02) and 
IL-6 (P < 0.01) mRNA expression. Although there was a significant interaction of 
genetic line and challenge for IL-18, Tukey’s test analysis only showed differences at a 
suggestive level (P < 0.1). Bacterial challenge had a significant effect on IL-6 mRNA 
expression only within the Fayoumi line. Challenged Fayoumis expressed significantly 
less IL-6 mRNA than nonchallenged Fayoumis (P < 0.05). The observed differences in 
mRNA expression of selected cytokines support the concept that these distinct genetic 
lines utilize different immune responses at homeostasis and in response to Salmonella 
Enteritidis infection.  
Introduction 
Salmonella is an enteric, zoonotic bacterium that can infect poultry, swine, 
rodents, sheep, cattle, and humans. The economic impact of Salmonella infections in the 
United States, in relation to human health, is $0.5 to $2.3 billion dollars per year 
(Frenzen et al., 1999). There are about 1.4 million cases of Salmonella infection in the 
United States annually (Voetsch et al., 2004). Salmonella Enteritidis and Salmonella 
Typhimurium are the most common serotypes of Salmonella isolated from humans 
(Patrick et al., 2004). Poultry is a major source of Salmonella Enteritidis infection in 
humans (Frenzen et al., 1999). Under-cooked chicken eggs are a common vector for 
Salmonella Enteritidis infections. Upon infection, Salmonella Enteritidis can colonize 
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the intestines and spread systemically throughout the chicken (Gast, 1994). The 
colonization of Salmonella Enteritidis in the liver and spleen has been reported to occur 
1 d after inoculation (Van Immerseel et al., 2002). The poultry industry in the United 
States incurs financial losses of $64 to $114 million per year attributed to Salmonella 
infections in chickens (Bryan and Doyle, 1995). Recently, more than half a billion eggs 
from 2 US farms were recalled because the environments tested positive for Salmonella 
Enteritidis (US Food and Drug Administration, 2010). 
There has been considerable research on the effects of host immune response and 
genetics on the response to Salmonella in poultry. Salmonella Enteritidis has been shown 
to affect the expression of many genes associated with innate and acquired immune 
responses. Eckmann and Kagnoff (2001) demonstrated that cytokines are a key 
component of the host’s response to Salmonella. A microarray study performed using 2 
meat-type chicken lines that differed in their response to systemic infection resulted in 
differential gene expression between the 2 lines after Salmonella Enteritidis infection 
(Van Hermert et al., 2006). Heterophils isolated from Salmonella Enteritidis-resistant 
broiler lines expressed significantly less transforming growth factor (TGF)β1 mRNA 
than heterophils isolated from Salmonella Enteritidis-susceptible lines (Swaggerty et al., 
2004). 
Recent studies have evaluated several aspects of Salmonella response in the same 
genetic lines as used in the current study. Heterophils isolated from Leghorns that were 
fed corticosterone expressed significantly higher CXCLi2 mRNA than those isolated 
from Fayoumis that were fed corticosterone, after in vitro Salmonella Enteritidis 
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stimulation (Redmond et al., 2011). A study using birds at a younger age from the same 
genetic lines and hatches as those used in the current study showed that in vitro 
stimulation with Salmonella Enteritidis resulted in decreased expression of IL-6 and IL-
10 mRNA in broiler and Leghorn heterophils, whereas IL-6 mRNA expression increased 
in Fayoumi heterophils in response to in vitro Salmonella Enteritidis stimulation 
(Redmond et al., 2009). The goal of the current study was to generate additional insight 
into the systemic immune mechanisms being employed by hens of these 3 distinct 
genetic lines by quantifying the splenic mRNA levels of specific cytokines. 
Materials and Methods 
Salmonella Enteritidis 
The Salmonella Enteritidis isolate used in this study was a virulent Salmonella 
enterica serovar Enteritidis Phage Type 8 obtained from the USDA-Animal and Plant 
Health Inspection Service National Veterinary Services Laboratory, Ames, Iowa (ID 
#SALM-08-2762). The isolate was grown on Luria-Bertani agar plates, and the colonies 
were cultured in LB broth at 37°C and grown under continuous agitation until reaching 
an exponential growth phase. The final concentration of the Salmonella Enteritidis 
inoculums was 2 × 10
8
 cfu/mL after being diluted with sterile Hank’s balanced salt 
solution. The bacterial concentration was determined spectrophotometrically at a 
wavelength of λ = 595 nm. 
Birds and Tissues 
Before the experiment, all birds were determined to be free of Salmonella 
Enteritidis by swabbing and plating cloacal samples (Iowa State University, Veterinary 
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Diagnostic Laboratory). Twelve broiler, 12 Leghorn line (Ghs-6), and 12 Fayoumi line 
(M15.2) hens approximately 6 mo of age were used. Six were challenged orally with 1 
mL of 2 x 10
8
 cfu/mL of Salmonella Enteritidis on 3 consecutive days and 6 were mock-
challenged with 1 mL of Hank’s balanced salt solution on 3 consecutive days in each 
line. Fecal samples were obtained from each bird, tested for presence of Salmonella 
Enteritidis, and confirmed that all challenged birds were shedding Salmonella Enteritidis 
(Iowa State University, Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory). The spleens were removed at 
10 d after initial inoculation, preserved in RNAlater (Ambion, Austin, TX), and stored at 
−20°C until RNA isolation. The Fayoumi is a hardy line of chicken that is native to 
Egypt and has been shown to have a high level of resistance to infection (Lakshmanan et 
al., 1996). The Leghorn line originated from commercial layer lines in the United States 
(Lamont and Chen, 1992). Both the Leghorn and Fayoumi lines are highly inbred. The 
broiler line of chickens has been specifically bred for meat production (Cheeseman et al., 
2007). 
RNA Isolation and Real-Time PCR 
Ribonucleic acid was isolated and quantitative PCR was performed according to 
previously described procedures (Cheeseman et al., 2007). The primers used were 
described previously (IL-18, Kogut et al., 2003; IL-10, Rothwell et al., 2004; IL-6, IL-8, 
macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP) 1β, Withanage et al., 2004; regulated upon 
activation, normal T cell expressed, and secreted (RANTES), Mohammed et al., 2007; 
interferon (IFN)-γ; and TGFβ1, Shaughnessy et al., 2009). All reactions were run in 
duplicate, and a standard curve was generated to estimate reaction efficiency (slope). 
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Expression of the 28S ribosomal RNA was measured using the same procedure and used 
to account for differences in the amount of RNA included in each reaction. Adjusted 
cycle threshold (Ct) values for statistical analysis were calculated as follows: 
40 − [(sample mean Ct) + (median 28S Ct – mean 28S Ct) × (sample gene slope/28S 
slope)]. 
Statistical Analysis 
The adjusted Ct value of each sample run in duplicate was analyzed using JMP 
8.0.2 software (SAS Institute Inc., 2004). The mRNA expression levels were analyzed 
using the ANOVA analysis of JMP 8.0.2 on combined data (Salmonella Enteritidis-
challenged and mock-challenged chickens) for each gene separately, using the following 
model: Y = μ + line + challenge + line × challenge. Line, challenge, and interaction of 
genetic line and challenge were all considered fixed effects. Tukey’s test of JMP 8.0.2 
was used to determine rankings and significant differences (P < 0.05) among classes 
within the fixed effects. 
Results 
Genetic line had a significant effect on the mRNA expression of RANTES (P < 
0.02) and IFN-γ (P <0.03, Table 1). Broilers expressed significantly more RANTES 
mRNA than Fayoumis and significantly more IFN-γ mRNA than Leghorns (P < 0.05, 
Table 2). There was a significant interaction of genetic line and challenge for IL-18 (P < 
0.02) and IL-6 mRNA expression (P < 0.01, Table 1). Although there was a significant 
interaction of genetic line and challenge for IL-18 mRNA levels by ANOVA analysis, 
Tukey’s test only showed suggestive differences (P < 0.1). Challenged Leghorns and 
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nonchallenged Fayoumis expressed more IL-18 mRNA than nonchallenged broilers (P < 
0.1, Figure 1a). Nonchallenged Fayoumis expressed significantly more IL-6 mRNA than 
challenged Fayoumis (P< 0.05, Figure 1b). 
Discussion 
The splenic cytokine and chemokine mRNA expression levels observed in the 
current study support the concept that distinct lines of chickens utilize different systemic 
immune mechanisms. The broiler hens expressed IFN-γ mRNA, which is involved in 
macrophage and natural killer thymic (T) cell activation, more highly than the Leghorn 
line. The IFN-γ has been shown to play a role in both innate and acquired immune 
functions. In innate immunity, IFN-γ is secreted by antigen presenting cells; this 
secretion is controlled by cytokines that are also secreted by antigen-presenting cells, IL-
12, and IL-18 (Otani et al., 1999; Golab et al., 2000). In acquired immunity, IFN-γ is 
produced by T cells in response to an antigen binding to a major histocompatibility 
complex molecule (Ellis and Beaman, 2004). The IFN-γ then activates and enhances the 
oxidative burst of macrophages (Ellis and Beaman, 2004). Clearance of Salmonella from 
the chicken spleen has been shown to correlate directly with the level of IFN-γ 
expression (Beal et al., 2004). As a member of the CC family of chemokines, RANTES 
functions as a pro-inflammatory chemokine that attracts T cells and basophils to sites of 
inflammation and also induces proliferation and activation of natural killer cells 
(Maghazachi et al., 1996). In the current study, broilers had the highest level of 
RANTES mRNA. The genetic line effect on IFN-γ and RANTES suggests that broiler 
hens, both at homeostasis and after challenge, utilize immune mechanisms that favor 
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activation of macrophages and T cells, and enhance oxidative burst to a much higher 
degree than Leghorns. 
 The cytokine IL-18 is involved in the thymic-helper (Th)1 immune response by 
inducing the release of IFN-γ, a key cytokine involved in maximizing the efficacy and 
proliferation of cytotoxic T cells (Schroder et al., 2004). Because of the high levels of 
IFN-γ mRNA present in the spleens of broilers, they may not require the levels of 
splenic IL-18 mRNA expression that the Fayoumi line requires to achieve sufficient 
IFN-γ levels. Examining the within-line effect of challenge shows that Salmonella 
Enteritidis-challenged broilers have higher, and challenged Fayoumis have lower, IL-18 
levels than their nonchallenged counterparts, though not statistically significant.  
Interleukin-6 is a pro-inflammatory cytokine involved in the transition from 
innate to acquired immunity and plays a key role in the recruitment of immune cells to 
sites of infection (Kaiser et al., 2000). An in vitro study using chicken kidney cells 
showed a significant downregulation in IL-6 mRNA levels in response to Salmonella 
Gallinarum and a significant downregulation in IL-2 mRNA levels in response to 
Salmonella Enteritidis (Kaiser et al., 2000). Using the same genetic lines as the current 
study, Kaiser et al. (2006) reported significant downregulation in IL-6 and CXCLi2 
mRNA levels in Salmonella Enteritidis-infected peripheral mononuclear blood cells 
across all lines. The significantly lower expression of IL-6 mRNA in challenged 
Fayoumis compared with nonchallenged Fayoumis is an inverse of the response 
observed in the Redmond et al. (2009) in vitro Salmonella Enteritidis challenge of 
heterophils isolated from 2-mo-old birds of the same lines as the current study, which 
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resulted in a significantly higher expression of IL-6 mRNA in challenged compared with 
nonchallenged Fayoumis. The Redmond et al. (2009) paper suggests that Fayoumis have 
a rapid pro-inflammatory response, as measured in isolated heterophils, which may be a 
factor in effective resistance to disease. Several components of the experimental designs 
may have been attributed to IL-6 mRNA expression differences, including tissue/cell 
assayed, route of exposure to bacteria, and age.  
The lack of differential expression of IL-8, IL-10, MIP1β, and TGFβ1 in relation 
to line and Salmonella challenge in the current study differs from some other reports. In 
a previous study using the same genetic lines, Leghorns expressed significantly more 
splenic IL-10 mRNA than broilers (Cheeseman et al., 2007). The IL-8 mRNA and 
MIP1β mRNA were expressed at significantly higher levels following Salmonella 
Typhimurium infection in the ilea of Rhode Island Red chickens (Withanage et al., 
2004). Splenic TGFβ1 (formerly referred to as TGFβ4) mRNA was shown to be 
significantly higher expressed following Salmonella Typhimurium infection of Rhode 
Island Red chickens (Withanage et al., 2005). The differences in the expression of genes 
in the present experiment and previous studies may be due to differences in the 
experimental designs that alter gene expression, such as the age of chickens at infection, 
the Salmonella enterica serovar used, the number of days after challenge in which the 
spleen samples were collected, or the genetic background of the chickens used. During 
development there are differences in the proportions of CD3+ intraepithelial 
lymphocytes expressing TCR1+ and TCR2+ in chickens 1 to 8 wk of age and those 9 to 
12 wk of age (Lillehoj and Chung, 1992). In a study of primary and secondary challenge 
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of Salmonella Typhimurium, older chickens produced a higher specific T cell response 
to secondary infection compared with younger chickens (Beal et al., 2004). In summary, 
the results of the current study support the concept that distinct genetic lines of chickens 
utilize immune mechanisms that differ by time, type, or magnitude in the presence and 
absence of Salmonella Enteritidis infection. 
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Table 1 - Genetic line, challenge, and line-by-challenge interaction effects on spleen 
mRNA expression  
Numbers in bold represent significant effects. **Tukeys Test, (P < 0.05); *ANOVA 
Analysis, (P < 0.05)                                                        
  
Variable 
Gene 
IL-6 IL-8 IL-10 IL-18 IFN-γ MIP1β RANTES TGF β1 
Genetic Line 0.38 0.76 0.68 0.25 0.03** 0.95 0.02** 0.12 
Challenge 0.22 0.69 0.33 0.42 0.39 0.40 0.63 0.33 
Interaction 0.01** 0.46 0.68 0.02* 0.10 0.12 0.45 0.82 
 
 
Table 2 - Splenic IFN-γ and RANTES mRNA expression of hens from different genetic 
lines  
SE-challenged and non-challenged combined (Least Square Means of adjusted Ct values 
± SEM). 
a,b
 Different letters within a row indicate a significant difference (Tukeys, P < 
0.05). 
 
 
Genetic Line 
Broiler Leghorn Fayoumi 
IFN- γ   6.40± 0.56a   4.20± 0.56b   5.64± 0.56ab 
RANTES 17.72± 0.49
a
 17.23± 0.49
ab
 15.79± 0.49 
b
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Figure 1A - Mean IL-18 mRNA expression levels by genetic line, in the spleen of hens 
either non-challenged or challenged with SE 
a,b
Bars not sharing a letter indicate a suggestive difference shown by Tukey’s test (P < 
0.1). 
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Figure 1B - Means of adjusted Ct values for IL-6 mRNA expression by genetic line in 
the spleen of hens either non-challenged or challenged with SE 
A,B
Bars not sharing a letter are shown to be significantly different by Tukey’s test (P < 
0.05). 
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CHAPTER 3.  IMPACTS OF SALMONELLA ENTERITIDIS 
INFECTION ON LIVER TRANSCRIPTOME IN BROILERS 
A paper published in genesis
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Summary  
Salmonella enterica serovar Enteritidis is an enteric bacterium that can 
contaminate chicken eggs and meat, resulting in production losses and consumer illness. 
To provide insight into the systemic metabolic effects of S. Enteritidis infection, liver 
samples were harvested 10-days postinfection from broiler hens. Hepatic global gene 
expression levels were assessed using a chicken 44K Agilent microarray. Forty-four 
genes were differentially expressed at a significance level of q value < 0.05. One 
hundred eighty-three genes were differentially expressed at a suggestive significance 
level of q value < 0.1. A predominance of down-regulation existed among significantly 
differentially expressed genes. Cell cycle and metabolism networks were created from 
the differentially expressed genes. Mitochondria-mediated apoptosis, electron transport, 
peptidase activity, vein constriction, cell differentiation, IL-2 signaling, Jak-Stat 
signaling, B-cell receptor signaling, GDP/GTP exchange, and protein recycling were 
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among the functions of the differentially expressed genes that were down-regulated in 
response to S. Enteritidis. The effects of S. Enteritidis infection on the liver 
transcriptome profiles of broilers reflect a predominance of down-regulation of genes 
with cell cycle and metabolic functions. The most pronounced response was the down-
regulation of genes that function in metabolic pathways, inflammation, and 
mitochondria-mediated apoptosis. These results provide insight into important systemic 
metabolic mechanisms that are active in the chicken liver in response to S. Enteritidis 
infection at 10-days postinfection. 
Introduction 
Salmonella enterica serovar Enteritidis is an enteric bacterium that can colonize 
chickens, contaminating meat and eggs, which results in production losses and illness in 
consumers (Frenzen et al., 1999; Voetsch et al., 2004). Eggs can be vertically 
contaminated through transovarian Salmonella exposure or hen cloacal infection 
(Lahellec and Colin, 1985). Horizontal transmission in chickens can occur through 
environmental factors such as infected fecal material, air, litter, unclean facilities, and 
vectors, such as rodents and humans (Amick-Morris, 1998; Hoover et al., 1997; Jones et 
al., 1991). After the chicken is infected, S. Enteritidis colonizes the intestines and can 
spread systemically throughout the chicken (Gast and Beard, 1990). Gast and Beard 
(1990) reported that after oral inoculation of adult Leghorn hens (20–88 weeks of age) 
with doses of 10
9
 cells of S. Enteritidis, they recovered S. Enteritidis from 60% of cecal 
samples, 53% of livers, 49% of spleens, 19% of ovaries, and 17% of oviducts sampled 
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during the first 5-weeks post inoculation. Thus, the spread of Salmonella infection after 
oral inoculation can be systemic and often includes infection of the liver.  
Several recent studies have evaluated the effects of Salmonella on the global 
gene expression of chicken immune tissues or cells (Chiang et al., 2008; Ciraci et al., 
2010; Zhou and Lamont, 2007). Zhou and Lamont, (2007) using a 13k chicken array to 
analyze gene expression in splenic cells, reported that host genetics and time 
postinfection play important roles in S. Enteritidis infection in chickens. In a 
transcriptome study involving lines that differ in resistance to S. Enteritidis, immune-
related genes were down-regulated in heterophils of the S. Enteritidis- susceptible line 
and up-regulated in the heterophils of the resistant lines (Chiang et al., 2008). In an in 
vitro study of macrophages, Ciraci et al., (2010) reported that 98% of the differentially 
expressed inflammatory genes in response to S. Typhimurium endotoxin were significant 
at 4-h poststimulation.  
Although several studies have evaluated the effects of S. Enteritidis on the 
transcriptome profiles of chickens from an immune tissue perspective, little is known 
about the metabolic transcriptome profiles of other tissues in Salmonella-infected 
chickens. Analyzing the transcriptomic profiles of the liver of Salmonella-infected 
chickens may highlight interactions between metabolic and immunological pathways 
and identify novel changes in gene expression in nonimmune tissues. The objective of 
this study is to provide insight into the systemic metabolic effects of S. Enteritidis 
infection in broilers by evaluating transcriptomic profiles from the livers of S. 
Enteritidis-infected broilers. 
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Results 
Microarray 
There were 44 genes differentially expressed at the significance level of q value 
< 0.05, using the procedure developed by Storey and Tibshirani (2003) to control the 
false discovery rate (FDR). In addition, there were 183 genes differentially expressed 
when controlling the FDR at the significance level of q value < 0.10. Among these 
genes, only 12 were up-regulated, and the other 171 were down-regulated. Of the 30 
annotated genes that displayed significant differential expression (q value < 0.05), there 
was a predominance of down-regulation of gene expression in response to S. Enteritidis 
(29 genes down-regulated, 1 up-regulated). Among all differentiated genes, the Log2 
fold changes ranged from -1.57 to 3.9. 
Pathway Analysis 
Upon ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA), two gene networks were created. The 
first network consisted of genes with cell cycle functions and the second network 
involved metabolism-related genes (Fig. 1). The cell cycle network included 
AIFM1(Apoptosis-Inducing Factor, Mitochondrion-Associated 1), BRCC3 
(BRCA1/BRCA2-containing complex, subunit 3), CTDSPL2 (Carboxylterminal domain 
of Ribonucleic Acid POL II, polypeptide A), CYP27A1 (Cytochrome P450, family 27, 
subfamily A, polypeptide 1), GRPEL1 (GrpE-like 1, mitochondrial (E.coli), HELLS 
(Helicase, lymphoid-specific), HTATSF1 (HIV-1 Tat specific factor 1), LUC7L2 (LUC7-
like 2 (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), MAD2L1 (MAD2 mitotic arrest deficient-like 1 
(yeast), PAN2 (USP52) (PAN2 poly(A) specific ribonuclease subunit homolog 
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(Saccharomyces cerevisiae), PKM2 (Pyruvate kinase, muscle), POLH (Polymerase, 
DNA directed eta), POLDIP3 (Polymerase, DNA directed, delta interacting protein 3), 
RBM12 (RNA binding motif protein 12), SAMM50 (Sorting and assembly machinery 
component 50 homolog (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), SERPINE2 (Serpin peptidase 
inhibitor, clade E (nexin, plasminogen activator inhibitor type 1 member 2), TMEM57 
(Transmembrane protein 57), USP7 (Ubiquitin specific peptidase 7, herpes virus-
associated), and WDR36 (WD repeat domain 36). 
The metabolism network included AVP (Arginine vasopressin), C14orf45 
(Chromosome 14 open reading frame 45), DPYSL2 (dihydropyrimidinase-like 2), 
ESRRG (Estrogen-related receptor gamma), FURIN (paired basic amino acid cleaving 
enzyme), MYEF2 (Myelin expression factor 2), PTPN6 (Protein tyrosine phosphatase, 
nonreceptor type 6), RABGEF1 (RAB guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 1), 
SLC25A37 (Solute carrier family 25, member 37), SOCS6 (Suppressor of cytokine 
signaling 6), and STEAP1 (Six transmembrane epithelial antigen of the prostate 1) (Fig. 
2). 
In summary, S. Enteritidis infection resulted in the down-regulation of genes 
involved in mitochondriamediated apoptosis, electron transport, peptidase activity, blood 
pressure increase, cell differentiation, IL-2 signaling, Jak-Stat signaling, B-cell receptor 
signaling, GDP/GTP exchange, and protein recycling (Table 1, Supporting Information 
Table 1).  
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qPCR (Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction) Validation  
The differential expression levels of 10 genes that were differentially expressed 
at a (q value < 0.05) significance level were all assayed using qPCR (P value < 0.05). 
The fold changes from the qPCR and microarray analysis of C14orf45, AVP, SOCS6, 
PKM2, USP7, SLC25A37, POLH, PTPN6, and AIFM1 were all in the same direction and 
significant. Although suggestive, the fold change for USP52 was nonsignificant when 
assayed using qPCR (Table 2). 
Discussion 
The down-regulation of four genes (CYP27A1, BRCC3, PKM2, and GRPEL1) 
from the cell cycle network and five genes (AVP, DPYSL, FURIN, SLC25A37, and 
STEAP1) from the metabolism network reflects a disruption of metabolic enzymes and 
pathways in the liver by S. Enteritidis at 10-days postinfection. CYP27A1 is an electron 
carrier involved in oxidation-reduction reactions; BRCC3 is responsible for binding 
damaged DNA, metal ions, and zinc ions; PKM2 is involved in glycolysis and is 
responsible for binding ATP, magnesium ions, potassium ions, and transferase activity; 
GRPEL1 is an adenyl- nucleotide exchange factor involved in chaperone binding and 
binding unfolded proteins; AVP is responsible for vasoconstriction; DPYSL2 is involved 
in cell differentiation and cell development; FURIN is an amino acid cleavage enzyme 
involved in cell proliferation; SLC25A37, a solute carrier and STEAP1 are involved in 
transmembrane transport. The liver produces enzymes such as pyruvate kinase along 
with hepatic hormones that are involved in the homeostasis of host metabolic functions 
(Caetano et al., 2011). For example, eicosanoids regulate vasoconstriction, immune 
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responses, and platelet aggregation (Funk, 2001). AVP is a member of the eicosanoid 
pathway that is involved in renal water retention and vasoconstriction which in turns 
results in the elevation of blood pressure (Matsukawa and Miyamoto, 2011; Nielsen et 
al., 1995). Salmonella infection has been shown to severely disrupt the eicosanoid 
metabolic pathway (Caetano et al., 2011). The down-regulation of AVP expression may 
be a reflection of the disruptive effects that Salmonella infection has on the eicosanoid 
pathway. The alteration of PKM2 expression by Salmonella infection may be another 
mechanism by which systemic metabolic effects are induced by the pathogen. The 
down-regulation of pyruvate kinase correlates with the reduction in hepatic pyruvate and 
oxaloacetate levels in response to Salmonella infection that was observed in Freeman 
and Chubb (1968). Although Salmonella infection resulted in a reduction of pyruvate 
and oxaloacetate levels in the liver, pyruvate levels in the blood remained the same, 
indicating that alternative pathways were not affected. 
The down-regulation of three genes (MAD2L1, USP52, and USP7) from the cell 
cycle network, as well as PTPN6 from the metabolism network, likely reflects a decrease 
in the expression of genes associated with the destruction and degradation of liver cells 
by macrophages and ubiquitin-specific peptidases at 10-days postinfection with S. 
Enteritidis. MAD2L1 is a mitotic spindle checkpoint; USP52 and USP7 encode 
ubiquitin-specific peptidases. PTPN6 is involved with hydrolase, phosphatase, B-cell 
Receptor signaling, Jak-STAT signaling, and IL-2 signaling functions. The action of 
tagging proteins for proteolysis with ubiquitin is directly related to inflammation, 
apoptosis, and the immune response to S. Enteritidis (Te Pas et al., 2012). When 
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regulated, the programmed death of infected cells and the degrading action of ubiquitin-
specific peptidases facilitate the clearance of systemic Salmonella infection (Jiang and 
Zhijian, 2012; Redmond et al., 2011). Excessive inflammatory actions, however, can 
result in epithelial damage that enhances the ability of Salmonella to further invade the 
area of infection (Kum et al., 2011). Using the murine model, Parent and Eichacker 
(1999) reported that a disproportionate accumulation of neutrophils and monocytes 
results in the release of toxic levels of proteases and reactive oxygen intermediates. The 
increased expression of inflammatory genes and the influx of heterophils in response to 
S. Enteritidis have been associated with tissue damage (Kaiser et al., 2000). Zinkernagel 
et al. (2007) explained that the expression of inflammatory mediators is an effective 
method to eliminate bacterial infection but can lead to the inflammatory damage of 
healthy cells. Therefore, the down-regulation of these genes may reflect a host protective 
mechanism to prevent tissue damage due to an excessive or prolonged inflammatory 
response.  
The down-regulation of SOCS6 from the metabolism network and AIFM1 from 
the cell cycle network reflects a host response to suppress mitochondria-mediated 
apoptosis at 10 days post S. Enteritidis infection. Although SOCS6 belongs to the SOCS 
family of proteins, which are generally characterized as negative feedback regulators for 
cytokine receptor signaling, SOCS6 does not interact with cytokine signaling 
intermediates nor does SOCS6 inhibit cytokine receptor signaling (Masuhara et al., 1997; 
Nicholson et al., 1999). This is in agreement with the lack of differential expression of 
proinflammatory genes in response to the down-regulation of SOCS6. Coble et al. (2011) 
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reported the lack of differential expression of splenic IL-6 in response to S. Enteritidis 
infection. Lin et al. (2012) demonstrated that ectopic expression of SOCS6 in a 
mammalian cell culture resulted in an increase in apoptotic activity through an intrinsic 
mitochondrial pathway that was inhibited by the knockdown of SOCS6. Therefore, 
SOCS6 has proapoptotic properties and employs a mitochondrial pathway that is 
separate from the TNF-α (tumor necrosis factor- α) apoptotic pathway. Interestingly, the 
down-regulation of SOCS6, a gene associated with the initiation of a mitochondrial 
apoptotic pathway, corresponds in thepresent study with the down-regulation of AIFM1, 
a mitochondria- associated apoptosis inducing factor. Mitochondria execute cell death 
and initiate apoptosis through the release of cytochrome c and other proapoptotic factors 
(Garrido et al., 2006; Wang, 2001). During apoptosis, mitochondria undergo 
morphological changes from filamentous networks to fragments (Hu et al., 2012). 
SOCS6 encodes for a novel outer mitochondrial membrane targeting protein that 
regulates mitochondrial dynamics and promotes DRP1 translation from the cytoplasm to 
mitochondria, resulting in organelle constriction (Lin et al., 2012; Smirnova et al., 2001; 
Wasilewski and Scorrano, 2009). This process results in apoptosis (Lin et al., 2012). 
Therefore, the down-regulation of SOCS6 and AIFM1 reflects a host response that 
suppresses the mitochondria-mediated apoptosis pathway.  
Although the number (44) of genes differentially expressed at a significance level 
of q value <0.05 in this study was low, it is similar to that found in some related studies 
on response to bacteria or bacterial components in chicken tissues or cells. In an in vitro 
study in which chicken macrophage cells were stimulated with Salmonella endotoxin, 
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Ciraci et al. (2010) reported that only 13 genes were differentially expressed at a 
significance level of q value < 0.05 at 1-h poststimulation and that 33 genes were 
differentially expressed at 2-h poststimulation. In the same study, 1,761 genes were 
differentially expressed at 4-h poststimulation. In a study that evaluated the chicken 
spleen transcriptome in response to avian pathogenic E. coli infection, Sandford et al. 
(2011) reported that there were only two differentially expressed genes between birds 
exhibiting mild and severe pathology on Day-1 postinfection. There were 799 genes 
differentially expressed between birds with mild and severe pathology on Day 5 
postinfection. The transcriptomic response of the chicken or chicken cells to Salmonella 
depends upon the genetic background of the chicken, the Salmonella serovar, the tissue 
sampled, and the time point in which the samples are harvested. Therefore, the genes 
that were differentially expressed in the present study represent a focused analysis of the 
broiler liver transcriptome at 10-days postinfection with S. Enteritidis. 
In summary, the effect of S. Enteritidis 10 days postinfection on the liver 
transcriptome profiles of broilers reflects the disruption of metabolic pathways, the 
down-regulation of genes involved in the destruction and recycling of proteins, and the 
down-regulation of genes involved in mitochondria-mediated apoptosis. These results 
provide insight into important systemic metabolic mechanisms in the chicken in 
response to S. Enteritidis infection. 
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Methods 
Animals and Tissues  
All birds were determined to be free of S. Enteritidis by swabbing and plating 
cloacal samples prior to the experiment (Iowa State University, Veterinary Diagnos tic 
Lab). Sixteen broiler hens of ~ 5 months (eight challenged orally with 2 x 10
8
 S. 
Enteritidis on each of three sequential days and eight mock-challenged with phosphate 
buffered saline) were used. To allow sufficient time for the infection to be established, 
livers were harvested at 10-days postinfection. Tissue was stored in RNALater 
(Ambion). All animal protocols were approved by the Iowa State University Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee. 
Salmonella Enteritidis 
The S. Enteritidis isolate used in this study was a virulent Salmonella enterica 
serovar Enteritidis Phage Type 8 obtained from the USDA-Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service National Veterinary Services Laboratory, Ames Iowa (ID #SALM-
08-2762). This isolate is a publicly accessible virulent S. Enteritidis field strain. The 
isolate was grown on Luria-Bertani agar plates, and the colonies were cultured in LB 
broth at 37
o
C and grown under continuous agitation until reaching an exponential 
growth phase. The final concentration of the S. Enteritidis inocula was 2 x10
8
 cfu mL
-1
 
after being diluted with sterile Hank’s balanced salt solution. This represents a high dose 
of S. Enteritidis, as defined by Asheg et al. (2003). The bacterial concentration was 
determined using a spectrophotometer at a wavelength of λ =595 nm. 
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RNA Isolation 
Liver samples of ~ 25 mg were homogenized in 0.6 mL
-1
 of TRI Reagent 
Solution (Ambion) and total mRNA was isolated using the Ambion MagMax-96 kit 
protocol. To ensure high-quality RNA for microarray hybridization, samples were 
ethanol precipitated as follows. Samples were combined with 50 µL of RNAse free 
water to 100μL. Ten μL of 3M sodium acetate, 300 μL of 100% ethanol, and 20 μg of 
glycogen were added to the water-RNA mixture. These samples were incubated at -80
o
C 
overnight and centrifuged at 4
o
C for 25 min at 14,000 rpm. The supernatant was 
aspirated and the pellets were washed with 500 μl of 70% ethanol. This mixture was 
centrifuged again at 7,600g for 5 min at 4
o
C. The supernatant was removed and the 
pellet was redissolved in RNAse free water. The samples were stored at -808C until 
usage. 
Microarray 
The cRNA was labelled and hybridized to the microarrays in accordance with the 
procedure of Chiang et al., (2008). The chicken 44K Agilent microarray was utilized in 
this study. Two microarray slides were used, and each microarray slide contained 4 
arrays. Each array has 42,034 probes that were designed based on the whole chicken 
genome including autosomes, sex chromosomes, unlocalized chromosomes, and 
mitochrondria, along with positive and negative controls (Li et al., 2008). A dye swap 
design was applied such that for each array in each slide, the Cy3 (Cyanide 3) and Cy5 
(Cyanide 5) dyes were applied to the two treatment (control treatment and infected 
treatment) levels respectively, and the dye assignment to treatment levels was swapped 
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for each array in a slide. On each array, a Salmonella-infected and non-infected bird was 
represented. 
Microarray Data Collection and Analysis 
The microarray data were collected and analyzed as described in Chiang et al., 
(2008). The following linear model was used to contrast infection and control groups:       

yijkl(k )   ti  rj  sk eijkl(k)         (1), 
where yijkl represents the normalized signal contrast intensity with treatment level 
i (i=1 or 2 depending on the contrast direction), replicate j (j=1,2,3), array l (l=1,2,3,4) in 
slide k (k=1,2); μ is an overall mean gene expression; ti is the fixed main effect of 
treatment (S. Enteritidis infection) i; rj  is the fixed effect of replicate j; sk is the fixed 
effect of slide k; and eijkl is the random error. The LIMMA (Smyth, 2004) package 
developed in R was used to analyze the data, which utilizes empirical Bayes method for 
improved statistical inferences. The data presented in this article have been deposited 
into NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (Edgar et al., 2002) and can be accessed 
through GEO Platform number GPL6413 and Series accession number GSE39448. 
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 
The chicken 44K Agilent array probe set was uploaded to Ingenuity Pathways 
Analysis (IPA; Ingenuity® Systems, http://www.ingenuity.com) software for the 
construction of gene networks. Upon selecting the Gallus gallus setting, statistically 
significant networks were constructed with a P-value threshold of 0.0001. 
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qPCR Validation 
Total RNA was isolated and quantitative PCR was performed according to 
previously described procedures (Cheeseman et al., 2007; Eldaghayes et al., 2006). The 
forward and reverse primer sequences used for qPCR are listed in Table 1. All reactions 
were run in triplicate, and a standard curve was generated to estimate reaction efficiency 
(slope). Expression of the 28S ribosomal RNA was measured using the same procedure 
and used to account for differences in the amount of RNA included in each reaction. 
Adjusted Cycle threshold (Ct) values for statistical analysis were calculated as follows: 
40 - [(sample mean Ct) + (median 28S Ct – mean 28S Ct) x (sample gene slope/ 28S 
slope)]. 
qPCR Statistical Analysis 
The mRNA expression levels as mean adjusted Ct values of each sample were 
analyzed using the ANOVA analysis of JMP 8.0.2 software on combined data (S. 
Enteritidis-challenged and mock-challenged chickens) for each gene separately, using 
the following model:  
Y = µ + challenge + e. 
Challenge was considered a fixed effect. Student’s t test of JMP 8.0.2 software 
was used to determine significant differences (P-value < 0.05) between challenged and 
unchallenged samples. 
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Table 1 - List of genes that belong to Cell Cycle and Metabolism networks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               Network 
Cell Cycle Metabolism 
AIFM1 AVP 
BRCC3 C14orf45 
CTDSPL3 DPYSL2 
CYP27A1 ESRRG 
GRPEL1 FURIN 
HELLS MYEF2 
HTATSF1 PTPN6 
LUC7L2 RABGEF1 
MAD2L1 SLC25A37 
PKM2 SOCS6 
POLH STEAP1 
POLDIP3 
RBM12 
SAMM50 
SERPINE2 
TMEM57 
USP7 
USP52 
WDR36 
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Table 2 - Log2 fold change of hepatocyte gene expression between S. Enteritidis 
challenged and non-challenged birds 
1
Positive values indicate higher expression in the first group. Negative values indicate 
lower expression in the challenged versus the non-challenged group. * P value < 0.05 in 
qPCR; ** P value < 0.01 in qPCR, q-value < 0.05 in microarray. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 - Forward and reverse primer sequences used for qPCR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gene                   qPCR       Microarray 
C14orf45     2.0*        3.9**                                                               
AVP    -1.9*       -1.5** 
SOCS6   -2.0*       -1.5** 
PKM2   -1.9*       -1.4** 
USP7   -1.9*       -1.5** 
SLC25A37   -2.0*       -1.5** 
POLH   -1.9*       -1.5** 
AIFM1   -1.9*       -1.5** 
USP52     -1.2       -1.6** 
PTPN6     -1.8*       -1.5** 
Gene            Forward Primer             Reverse Primer 
28S 5’ GGCGAAGCCAGAGGAAACT 3’ 5’ GACGACCGATTTGCACGTC 3’ 
C14orf45 5’ CTGTTTTGAAATCACCGAGAG 3’ 5’ GGCCATCTCCAGTTTTTCC 3’ 
AVP 5’ GTGTCTGCTGCAGTGCTGAC 3’ 5’ CAGCACCGTCAGGTTCTTCT 3’ 
SOCS6 5’ ACTGGGAGATGGCTCTTGAA 3’ 5’ GATCAGCAGTGCTTGTGGTG 3’ 
PKM2 5’ GGTTAAGGAGAAAGGCAAGG 3’ 5’ AGGTCCTGAATGTCCTTCTCTG 3’ 
USP7 5’ CTTTATGGCCTGGAGTGAAG 3’ 5’ GCCAACATATCCTGTGTGCTT 3’ 
SLC25A37 5’ GAATCCAGCTGAAGTGGTGA 3’ 5’ GGTGTAGCTGCGGTAGAAGG 3’ 
POLH 5’ GATTTCGCACAACAAAATGC 3’ 5’ ACAGGCATCTGGCTGAAGAG 3’ 
AIFM1 5’ TGGGAAGAAGAGCACAAACC 3’ 5’ CTGTGGTCCAGTTGCTCAGA 3’ 
USP52 5’ TGCAGGAGACACAGAAGTACA 3’ 5’ AGGCATCAAACTCGTGTTCC 3’ 
PTPN6 5’ CAAGAACATCTTGCCTTTTGA 3’ 5’ TAGGTCTTGGGGCACTCATC 3’ 
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Supporting Information Table 1 - List of genes, P-values, GO annotations, directions 
of differential expression and fold changes 
Gene  P-value GO Annotation Regulation Fold 
Change 
AIFM1 0.000076 Apoptosis inducing factor Down -1.5 
AVP 0.000023 Responsible for vasoconstriction Down -1.5 
BRCC3 0.000213 Binds damaged DNA, metal 
ions, and zinc ions 
Down -1.5 
CTDSPL2 0.000365 Phosphatase-like hydrolase, 
phosphoprotein phospatase 
Down -1.6 
CYP27A1 0.000149 Electron carrier involved in 
oxidation-reduction reactions 
Down -1.5 
C14orf45 0.000006 Chromosome 14 open reading 
frame 45, unknown 
Up  3.9 
DPYSL2 0.000367 Cell differentiation, cell 
development 
Down -1.6 
ESRRG 0.000079 Steroid hormone receptor, metal 
ion and zinc ion binding 
Down -1.5 
FURIN 0.000372 Amino acid cleavage enzyme 
involved in cell proliferation 
Down -3.0 
GPREL1 0.000235 Adenyl exchange factor, 
chaperone and unfolded protein 
binding  
Down -1.6 
HELLS 0.000203 Helicase activity, ATP and DNA 
binding 
Down -1.5 
HTATSF1 0.000269 Nucleic acid and nucleotide 
binding 
Down -1.6 
LUC7L2 0.000271 Negative regulator of striated 
muscle development, enzyme 
binding 
Down -1.5 
MAD2L1 0.000098 Mitotic spindle checkpoint Down -1.5 
MYEF2 0.000412 Part of Golgi apparatus, nucleic 
acid and nucleotide binding 
Down -1.6 
PKM2 0.000029 Glycolysis, binding ATP, 
magnesium ions, and potassium 
ions 
Down -1.4 
POLDIP3 0.000415 Positive regulator of translation, 
nucleic acid and nucleotide 
binding 
Down -3.1 
POLH 0.000045 DNA synthesis, DNA repair, 
Post-replication repair 
Down -1.5 
PTPN6 0.000171 Hydrolase, phosphatase, B-cell Down -1.5 
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Receptor, Jak-STAT and IL-2 
signalling 
RABGEF1 0.000128 GDP/GTP exchange factor Down -1.5 
RBM12 0.000096 Nucleic acid and nucleotide 
binding 
Down -1.5 
SAMM50 0.000200 Sorting and assembling 
machinery component 
Down -1.5 
SERPINE2 0.000110 Serpin peptidase inhibitor Down -1.5 
SLC25A37 0.000052 Solute carrier involved in 
transmembrane transport  
Down -1.5 
SOCS 6 0.000027 Suppression of cytokine 
signalling 
Down -1.5 
STEAP1 0.000181 Transmembrane epithelial 
antigen 
Down -1.5 
TMEM57 0.000291 Component of neuron projection 
terminus 
Down -1.5 
USP7 0.000036 Peptidase activity, ubiquitin 
thiolesterase 
Down -1.5 
USP52  0.000371 Exonuclease and hydrolase 
activity, ubiquitin thiolesterase 
Down -1.6 
WDR36 0.000127 RNA processing Down -1.5 
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Figure 1 - Pathway analysis of cell cycle functions in broiler liver transcriptome in 
response to S. Enteritidis 
Green color shows down-regulation (IPA). White molecules are not differentially 
expressed, but are included to illustrate association with significantly up-regulated and 
down-regulated genes. 
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Figure 2 - Pathway analysis of metabolic functions in broiler liver transcriptome in 
response to S. Enteritidis infection 
Red color shows up-regulation and green color shows down-regulation (IPA). White 
molecules are not differentially expressed, but are included to illustrate association  
with significantly up-regulated and down-regulated genes. 
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CHAPTER 4.  RNA-SEQ ANALYSIS OF BROILER LIVER 
TRANSCRIPTOME REVEALS NOVEL RESPONSES TO HEAT 
STRESS 
A paper prepared for BMC Genomics
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Abstract  
Background 
In broilers, heat stress can result in reduced feed consumption, digestion 
inefficiency, impaired metabolism, and even death. The broiler sector of the U.S. poultry 
industry incurs approximately $51.8 million in heat stress-related losses annually. The 
objective of this study is to characterize the effects of chronic, cyclic heat stress on the 
transcriptome of a metabolically active organ, the liver. Characterizing the liver 
transcriptome of heat-stressed broilers will help clarify the effects of heat stress on 
broiler metabolism. This information will provide a platform for future investigations 
that further explore the broiler stress response to heat stress. 
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Results 
Transcriptome sequencing of the livers of 8 broiler males using Illumina HiSeq 
2000 technology, resulted in a total of 138 million, 100 base pair single end reads, 
yielding 13.8 gigabases of sequence. Forty genes were differentially expressed (DE) at a 
significance level of P-value < 0.05 and a fold change ≥ 2 in response to chronic, cyclic 
heat stress (mid-point of the last day of a 7-day cyclic heat stress of 7 hours per day), 
with 27 down-regulated and 13 up-regulated. Two gene networks were created from the 
function-based Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) of the DE genes; “Cell Signaling, 
Molecular Transport, Small Molecule Biochemistry” and “Endocrine System 
Development and Function, Small Molecule Biochemistry Cell Signaling”. Members of 
the MAPK signaling pathway and DE genes that are associated with MAPK-related 
functions were prominent in the networks. Cellular proliferation and differentiation, 
inflammation- and stress-related signaling, and apoptosis-associated genes were down-
regulated in response to heat stress. Genes responsible for inhibiting feed intake and 
sphingolipid-related signaling were up-regulated. Genes involved with the regulation of 
inflammation, stress, thyroid hormone level, and body temperature were both up- and 
down-regulated. 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, chronic, cyclic heat stress of broilers results in metabolic changes 
that can be characterized through RNA-seq analysis of the liver transcriptome. The 
primary affected pathways included cell signaling, molecular transport, endocrine 
system development and signaling, and small molecule biochemistry. 
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Background  
Heat stress is a key concern for the poultry industry, especially with the 
expansion of the poultry industry into regions of the world that experience extreme 
temperatures (Windhorst, 2006).  Heat stress occurs when a negative balance exists 
between the net energy released by a chicken into the environment, and the amount of 
heat energy the chicken produces (Ajakaiye et al., 2011). Heat stress results in reduced 
feed consumption, digestion inefficiency, impaired metabolism, and death in broiler 
chickens (Emmans and Charles, 1989; Farrell and Swain, 1978; Hai et al., 2000). St. 
Pierre et al. (2003) estimated the annual heat stress-related economic loss incurred by 
broiler, layer, and turkey producers in the U.S. to be approximately $125-165 million. 
The annual heat stress-related losses incurred in the broiler sector alone were estimated 
at $51.8 million (St. Pierre et al., 2003). In the past few decades, genetic selection for 
broiler performance has resulted in remarkable improvements in growth rates (Deeb and 
Cahaner, 2002; McKay et al., 2000). The deleterious effects of heat stress on growth rate 
are greater in broilers selected for higher growth rates than those with lower growth rates 
(Cahaner and Leenstra, 1992). Thus, heat stress is a critical area of research for the 
broiler sector of the poultry industry. 
Experiments investigating the effects of heat stress on the transcriptome of 
chicken tissues have been limited in number (Li et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). Li et al. 
(2011) investigated the transcriptome of broiler breast tissue in response to chronic, 
cyclic heat stress (6-hour daily cycles of 33
o
C, day 28 to 49 post-hatch). Of the 110 
genes that were DE in response to chronic heat stress, 4 (PM20/PM21, ASB2, USP45, 
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and TFG) were novel heat stress-related genes. Gene ontology analysis, suggested 
involvement of the mitogen-associated protein kinase (MAPK), ubiquitin-proteasome, 
and nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NFKB) pathways in 
the broiler response to heat stress. Exposing L2 Taiwanese roosters to acute heat stress 
(4-hour heat stress at 38
o
C) resulted in the up-regulation of 169 genes and the down-
regulation of 140 genes in testis samples (Wang et al., 2013). The DE genes were 
involved in response to stress, transport, signal transduction, and metabolism.  
The objective of the current study is to characterize the effects of chronic, cyclic 
heat stress on the transcriptome of a metabolically active organ in broiler chicks, the 
liver. Characterizing the liver transcriptome of heat-stressed broilers will help clarify the 
effects of heat stress on broiler metabolism. This information will provide a platform for 
future investigation into the gene networks relevant to the production of commercial 
broilers resilient to heat stress. 
Results  
Sequencing the Transcriptome, Aligning and Mapping Reads to the Genome 
Approximately 138 million, 100 base pair single-end reads were generated using 
Illumina HiSeq 2000 technology to sequence the cDNA libraries. All 8 samples were 
sequenced on 1 lane. This yielded 13.8 gigabases of total sequence and provided on 
average 17,249,597 reads per sample. 
Using the Genomic Short-Read Nucleotide Alignment Program (GSNAP) (Wu 
and Nacu, 2010), 83% or more of the reads from each sample mapped back to the 
reference genome after alignment. 
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Counting Mapped Reads  
On average, each sample had a total of 11,695,581 uniquely mapped reads. 
Approximately 2,375,095 of these reads were classified as “no feature” for each sample, 
meaning the reads couldn’t be assigned to any feature in the genome, which may be an 
effect of the sparse annotation that exists for the chicken genome. Approximately 
332,309 reads per sample were classified as ambiguous, meaning the reads were 
assigned to multiple genomic features in the Generic Format File (GFF) file and couldn’t 
be assigned to a specific feature within the genome. 
Testing for DE and Pathway Analysis 
Forty genes were DE at a significance level of P-value < 0.05 and a fold change 
≥ 2 in response to chronic, cyclic heat stress, with 27 down-regulated and 13 up-
regulated. The fold changes ranged from -12.5 to 20.0 (Supplemental Table 1).  
Two gene networks were created from the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) of 
the DE genes; “Cell Signaling, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule Biochemistry” and 
“Endocrine System Development and Function, Small Molecule Biochemistry Cell 
Signaling”. Molecular transport and endocrine system development and function were 
the biological processes that distinguished the two networks. The genes were assigned to 
the networks based on their functions. IPA uses prior knowledge from the literature to 
populate the gene networks and infer relationships between the up-stream regulators and 
down-stream targets of the DE genes. 
The DE genes in the “Cell Signaling, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule 
Biochemistry” network included BRCA1/BRCA2-containing complex, subunit 3 
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(BRCC3), ELKS/RAB6-interacting/CAST family member 2 (ERC2), fibroblast growth 
factor 14 (FGF14), FMOD (fibromodulin), G protein-coupled receptor 133 (GPR133), 
LIM and senescent cell antigen-like domains 2 (LIMS2 ), nidogen-1 (NID1), ORM1-like 
3 (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) (ORMDL3), regulatory factor x-box binding family 
transcription factor member 6 (RFX6 ), ring finger protein 220 (RNF220), sodium 
channel, voltage-gated, type III, beta subunit (SCN3B), spondin 1, extracellular matrix 
protein (SPON1), splA/ryanodine receptor domain and SOCS box containing 4 (SPSB4), 
and tripartite motif containing 50 (TRIM50) (Fig. 1). 
The DE genes in the “Endocrine System Development and Function, Small 
Molecule Biochemistry, Cell Signaling” network included aldo-keto reductase family 1, 
member C3 (AKR1C3), angiopoietin-like 4 (ANGPTL4 ), bradykinin receptor B1 
(BDKRB1), basonuclin 1 (BNC1), cholecystokinin (CCK), deiodinase, iodothyronine, 
type II (DIO2), deiodinase, iodothyronine, type III (DIO3), keratin 14 (KRT14), myosin 
VIIA and Rab interacting protein (MYRIP), platelet derived growth factor D (PDGFD), 
S100 calcium binding protein A1 (S100A1), S100 calcium binding protein A4 (S100A4 ), 
and transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily C, member 5 (TRPC5) (Fig. 
2).  
To determine the biological pathways elicited by heat stress in the broiler liver, 
the DE genes were categorized by function. Using IPA, the P-values of these biological 
functions were compared. The significance levels varied across the functional groups. 
Cell signaling, endocrine system development and function, molecular transport, small 
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molecule biochemistry, and vitamin and mineral metabolism were the most significant 
functions elicited in the broiler liver in response to chronic, cyclic heat stress (Fig. 3). 
qPCR (Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction  
Five up-regulated genes and 5 down-regulated genes were selected for qPCR 
analysis (P-value ≤ 0.05, Fold change ≥ 2) (Table 2). All samples represented in the 
RNA-seq analysis, and samples from 8 other broilers exposed to the same treatments 
were included in the qPCR analysis, resulting in 8 samples per group. Results from 9 of 
the 10 genes were in concordance between RNA-seq and qPCR analyses. For 4 genes, 
the qPCR differential expression between groups was in agreement with the results of 
the RNA-seq, and was significant. For an additional 5 genes, the relative ranking of the 
means was the same between heat-stress treatments for both qPCR and RNA-seq, but 
not significant for qPCR. There was discordance between RNA-seq and qPCR data in 
the relative expression levels between the heat-stress treatments for only one of the ten 
genes (LIMS2). 
Discussion  
Cell Signaling, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule Biochemistry Network 
A centralized node in the “Cell Signaling, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule 
Biochemistry” network is tumor protein 53 (TP53) which is often referred to as the 
“cellular gatekeeper” because of its regulation of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in 
response to cellular damage (Levine, 1997). TP53 directly interacts in this network with 
amyloid β (A4) precursor protein (APP), nitric oxide synthase 2, inducible (NOS2), 
tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, epsilon 
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polypeptide (YWHAE), tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 1A 
(TNFRSF1), transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGFβ1), Finkel–Biskis–Jinkins murine 
osteosarcoma viral oncogene homolog (FOS), SCN3B, ubiquitin-conjugating  
enzyme E2D 1 (UBE2D1), ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2D 3 (UBE2D3), BRCC3, 
and cyclin K (CCNK).  
Although not DE in response to the heat stress treatment in the current study, 
APP is a key node in the “Cell Signaling, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule 
Biochemistry” network. SPON1 and LIMS2 directly act on APP, while ORMDL3 
directly binds APP. The exact function of APP is unknown but it has been implicated as 
a regulator of synapse development, neural plasticity, and iron transport (Priller et al., 
2006; Turner et al., 2003; Duce et al., 2010). The accumulation of amyloid β, a product 
of APP proteolysis, induces apoptosis through mitochondrial dysfunction in yeast 
(Sakono et al., 2013; Cha et al., 2012). Sakono et al. (2013) reported the cytotoxic 
formation of amyloid β fibrils by heat shock proteins on lipid membranes in response to 
heat stress. In the current study, SPON1 was down-regulated in response to the heat 
stress treatment. SPON1 (also known as F-spondin) encodes for a secreted adhesion 
molecule that attaches to the extracellular matrix (ECM) of human cells, resulting in 
neuronal development and repair, cartilage metabolism, and inhibition of APP cleavage 
into β-secretase (Kitagawa et al., 2012; Attur et al., 2009; Ho and Südhof, 2004). The 
down-regulation of SPON1 leads to the cleavage of APP into amyloid β; this directly 
relates to the accumulation of amyloid β fibrils and apoptosis.  
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Both LIMS2 and ORMDL3 were up-regulated in response to the heat stress 
treatment in the current study. LIMS2 encodes for a protein that regulates physiological 
processes through localization at ECM contact sites in human gastric cancer cells (Kim 
et al., 2006). By forming a complex with integrin-linked kinase (ILK), LIMS2 inhibits 
the formation of the LIMS1-ILK-parvin complex, thus reducing cell migration and 
spreading in human and rat embryonic cells (Zhang et al., 2002a; Zhang et al., 2002b). 
The up-regulation of LIMS2 may reflect a response to reduce cell migration. ORMDL3 
belongs to a family of genes (ORM) that has been implicated in sphingolipid 
homeostasis through phosphorylation in yeast (Breslow et al., 2010). In yeast, heat stress 
has been reported to result in a transient accumulation of sphingolipid biosynthesis 
through ORM phosphorylation (Sun et al., 2012). Sphingolipid accumulation leads to 
cell growth, cell differentiation, cell senescence, apoptosis, and angiogenesis through the 
sphingolipid signaling pathways in yeast (Hannun and Obeid, 2008; Dickson, 2010; 
Nikolova-Karakashian and Rozenova, 2010). Further integrating the functions of SPON1 
and ORDMDL3, Haughey et al. (2010) suggested that amyloidogenic APP proteolysis, 
APP processing that leads to amyloid β fibril accumulation, occurs within lipid rafts of 
human neuronal cells. Lipid rafts, specialized membrane domains, mainly consist of 
sphingolipids, cholesterol, and associated proteins. The up-regulation of ORMDL3 may 
reflect an increase in phosphorylation, resulting in sphingolipid regulation and cell 
signaling through sphingolipid biosynthesis pathways. 
Although not DE in response to the current heat stress treatment NOS2, YWHAE, 
TNFRSF1, TGFβ1, FOS, and UBE2D1 are deemed important because they directly act 
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upon TP53; are directly acted upon by TP53, and directly interact with DE genes. NOS2 
is responsible for the production of nitric oxide, a potent source of reactive nitrogen 
species (RNS) that plays a key role in host intracellular defence (Kuang et al., 2010). 
NOS2 is directly bound by SPSB4, which was down-regulated in response to the heat 
stress treatment in the current study. SPSB4 negatively regulates nitric oxide (NO) 
production and limits cellular toxicity by linking NOS2 and the Elongin B/C–Cullin-5-
SOCS box protein (ECS)-E3 ubiquitin ligase complex, resulting in ubiquitination and 
proteasomal degradation of NOS2 (Nishiya et al., 2011). Chen et al. (2003) reported that 
NO plays a key role in maintaining endothelial integrity and protecting from apoptosis 
after liver damage. The down-regulation of SPSB4 may represent an action responsible 
for promoting cell survival.  
YWHAE encodes for tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase 
activation protein, epsilon polypeptide (14-3-3ɛ), which is crucial for ribosomal S6 
kinase (Rsk)-mediated apoptosome inhibition (Kim et al., 2012). YWHAE is directly 
bound by ERC2, which was up-regulated in response to the heat stress treatment in the 
current study. ERC2 encodes for a protein that localizes at the voltage dependent 
calcium channels (VDCC) in mouse neuronal cells (Billings et al., 2012). Cellular 
amyloid β fibrils accumulate in response to heat stress (Sakono et al., 2013). Texel and 
Mattson (2011) reported that excess amyloid β fibril formation results in perturbed Ca2+ 
homeostasis in mouse neuronal cells and can possibly trigger apoptosis from Ca
2+
 
overload. The up-regulation of ERC2 may reflect a host response to return to 
homeostatic Ca
2+
 levels after a transient accumulation of amyloid β fibrils. 
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TNF-α encodes for a cell-death mediator that acts by binding TNF receptors and 
inducing apoptosis in mice (Imao et al., 2006). There no reports of the TNF-α gene in 
chicken, but TNF receptors such as TNFRSF1 have been previously reported in the 
chicken (Bae et al., 2008). TNFRSF1 indirectly acts upon NID1, which was up-regulated 
in response to the heat stress treatment in the current study. As a basement membrane 
protein, NID1 is responsible for anchoring epithelium to loose connective tissue via the 
cell matrix in mouse tumor cells (Ries et al., 2001). Chen et al. (2008) reported 
disruptions in cell-to-cell junctions of monkey Sertoli cells in response to heat stress. 
The up-regulation of NID1 may be a mechanism to maintain hepatocyte integrity.  
TGFβ1 is associated with tumor suppression by promoting both cell 
differentiation and growth inhibition (Ewart-Toland et al., 2004). TGFβ1 is directly 
bound by FMOD, which was down-regulated in response to the heat stress treatment in 
the current study. As a liver proteoglycan, FMOD regulates ECM organization by 
fibrogenic stimuli in mouse liver cells and has been described as essential for tissue 
repair (Mormone et al., 2012). The down-regulation of FMOD may be a mechanism to 
regulate extracellular organization, thus allowing the dissociation of SPON1 from the 
ECM, the localization of LIMS2 to EMC contact sites, and the anchoring of epithelial 
tissue to connective tissue via NID1 and the cell matrix. TGFβ1 indirectly acts on 
RNF220, which was up-regulated in response to the heat stress treatment in the current 
study. RNF220 encodes for a RING E3-Ubiquitin ligase that targets Sin3B, a global co-
repressor of gene transcription, for ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation in mice 
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(Kong et al., 2010). The up-regulation of RNF220 represents an action to promote gene 
transcription.  
The FOS transcription factor is responsible for cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
(cAMP)-mediated suppression of inflammatory cytokine production (Yoshida et al., 
2012). FOS is indirectly bound by FGF14, which was up-regulated in response to the 
heat stress treatment in the current study. Fibroblast growth factors (FGF) are from a 
family of paracrine molecules that exert mitogenic, morphogenic, and angiogenic 
activities in various bovine cells and tissues throughout embryonic, fetal, and postnatal 
development (Fields et al., 2011). FGF14 also activates signaling through the MAPK 
signal transduction pathway (Shakkottai  et al., 2009; Verbeek et al., 2008). The up-
regulation of FGF14 reflects an increase in mitogenic signaling, cell morphogenesis, and 
angiogenesis. 
UBE2D1 is an ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme that possesses ubiquitin-protein 
ligase activity (Hattori et al., 2007). Along with UBE2D3, UBE2D1 directly binds to 
TRIM50, which was down-regulated in response to the heat stress treatment in the 
current study. As a RING E3-Ubiquitin ligase, TRIM50 interacts with histone 
deacytylase (HDAC) 6, which participates in inflammation suppression, fibroblast 
migration, and lymphocyte chemotaxis in mouse embryo fibroblasts (Li et al., 2013; 
Fusco et al., 2012). The down-regulation of TRIM50 may be a mode to suppress 
inflammation, promote fibroblast migration, and promote lymphocyte chemotaxis. 
UBE2D1 also directly binds BRCC3, which in turn indirectly interacts with CCNK. 
BRCC3 is a deubiquitinating enzyme that is a key regulator of angiogenesis in human 
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peripheral blood leukocytes (Miskinyte et al., 2011). BRCC3 was down-regulated in 
response to the heat stress treatment in the current study. In conjunction with the up-
regulation of FGF14, the down-regulation of BRCC3 may reflect a mechanism 
responsible for regulating angiogenesis in response to the chronic heat stress treatment. 
TP53 directly acts on CCNK and SCN3B. The action of CCNK includes restoring 
cell cycle progression, DNA damage response, and endoderm development in mouse 
hepatocytes, yeast cells, and human HeLa cells, respectively (Mori et al., 2002; Edwards 
et al., 1998; Blazek et al., 2011). CCNK directly binds RFX6, which was up-regulated in 
response to the heat stress treatment in the current study. RFX6 is a gene that is 
expressed in the pancreas and liver and is involved in B cell maturation in human and 
mouse models (Aftab et al., 2008; Taleb and Polychronakos, 2011). Adachi et al. (2004) 
identified SCN3B as a TP53-inducible proapoptotic gene in mouse embryonic cells. 
SCN3B was down-regulated in response to the heat stress treatment in the current study. 
The down-regulation of SCN3B and RFX6 may lead to a reduction of TP53-mediated 
apoptosis and B cell maturity, respectively. 
The “Cell Signaling, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule Biochemistry” 
network includes a G protein-couple receptor (GPR) rich sub-network. In this sub-
network, a central GPR directly interacts with another GPR (GPR133) that is down-
regulated, 8 other GPRs that weren’t DE in the current study (GPR111, GPR114, 
GPR144, GPR152, GPR157, GPR162, GPR171, and GPR174), a trace amine associated 
receptor (TAAR8), and a vomeronasal type-1 receptor 2 (VN1R2) that connects the sub-
network to the rest of the network through an indirect interaction with FOS. TAAR is a 
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novel member of the GRP family which trace amines have been shown to act upon 
(Maguire et al., 2009). VN1R2 belongs to a family of receptors that transfers olfactory 
signals from the environment (Rodriguez and Mombaerts, 2002). Although associated 
with olfactory function, other studies have reported differential hepatic expression of 
VN1R2, which explains its representation in the network (Olender et al., 2008). As an 
adhesion GPR, GPR133 is thought to participate in cell-to-cell and cell-matrix 
interactions (Yona et al., 2008; Kwakkenbos et al., 2004). Using mammalian pcDps 
expression vectors transfected with mouse and human GRP133, Bohnekamp and 
Schöneberg, (2011) reported that GRP133 activates the Gs protein/adenylyl cyclase 
pathway. The Gs protein/adenylyl cyclase pathway is used to transfer signals from cell 
surface receptors to the nucleus of cells (Goldsmith and Dhanasekaran, 2007). The 
down-regulation of GPR133 represents a decrease in the cellular stress response 
signaling through the adenylyl cyclase pathway. 
Endocrine System Development and Function, Small Molecule Biochemistry, Cell 
Signaling Network 
The “Endocrine System Development and Function, Small Molecule 
Biochemistry, Cell Signaling” network contains several central nodes. NFKB is a 
centralized node of focus because of its involvement in cellular stress. Expressed in 
almost all animal cells, NFKB is stimulated by stress, cytokines, free radicals, bacterial 
and viral agents (Gilmore, 2006; Perkins, 2007; Gilmore et al., 1999; Tian and Brasier, 
2003; Tuggle et al., 2007). NFKB plays an important role in cytokine production and 
synaptic plasticity (Freudenthal et al., 1998; Albensi and Mattson, 2000). It directly acts 
upon CCK, representing one of only two direct interactions in the entire network. CCK is 
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also the only centralized node in the network that was DE in response to the heat stress 
treatment. CCK was up-regulated in response to the heat stress treatment in the current 
study. It is a potent inhibitor of feed intake in chickens (Rodriguez-Sinovas, 1997).  This 
is accomplished by stimulating gastric emptying, stimulating the release of pancreatic 
digestive enzymes, and functioning as a signal to the brainstem to depress appetite 
(Richards and Proszkowiec-Weglarz, et al., 2007). Although the intestines are 
responsible for most of the body’s CCK production, the liver is also a site of CCK 
secretion. During heat stress, animals experience a negative balance between the net 
energy released into the surrounding environment, and the amount of heat energy the 
animal produces (Ajakaiye et al., 2011).  The inhibition of feed intake could be a 
mechanism to reduce the additional heat that is produced from digestive metabolism. 
Both NFKB and CCK indirectly act upon Insulin. Insulin has anabolic effects in the 
metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins (Tesseraud et al., 2007). In the chicken 
liver, Insulin is responsible for glucose disposal and lipogenesis (Ji et al., 2012).  It also 
promotes growth and cell division, while suppressing apoptosis (Dupont et al., 2009).  
In this network, Insulin is subsequently acted upon by two GPRs (GPR55 and 
GPR119), MYRIP, and TPRC5. MYRIP is up-regulated in response to the current heat 
stress treatment, while TPRC is down-regulated. MYRIP encodes for an actin motor that 
interacts with Rab GTPases, drives vesicle and organelle motility, and participates in 
endosome recycling in Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells (Schollenberger, 
2010). TPRC5 belongs to a family of transient receptor potential channels (TRPC) that 
are non-selective cation channels that appear to be activated by both GPRs and growth 
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factor receptors coupled to phospholipase C in human embryonic cells (Blair et al., 
2009). Wang et al. (2011) suggested that TRPC5 is used in CCK cellular signaling. The 
up-regulation of MYRIP may be a mode to increase intracellular compartment motility 
and endosome recycling. The down-regulation of TRPC5 may represent a mechanism to 
reduce cellular signaling through TRPC5, possibly CCK signaling. NFKB is also 
indirectly acted upon by two DE genes, S100A1 and S100A4. S100A1 is up-regulated in 
response to the current heat stress treatment, while S100A4 was down-regulated. The 
S100 family of proteins have been implicated in the regulation of Ca
2+
 homeostasis, cell 
growth and differentiation, protein phosphorylation, and the inflammatory response in 
mouse brain cells, human macrophages, and mouse embryonic cells, respectively 
(Donato, 2001). The DE of an S100 family member (S100A11) and other genes involved 
in Ca
2+
-related transport and signaling, was observed in catfish exposed to heat stress 
(Liu et al., 2013). The up-regulation of S100A1 and the down-regulation of S100A4 may 
reflect a response to regulate cell differentiation, Ca
2+
- and phosphorylation-dependent 
signaling, and host response to inflammation. 
In addition to the interaction with CCK, S100A1, S100A4, and Insulin, NFKB 
also indirectly signals to murine thymoma viral oncogene homolog (Akt), vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), extracellular-regulated signal kinases (ERK), ERK1/2, 
and mitogen-activated protein kinase p38 (P38 MAPK). Akt regulates cell survival, cell 
cycle, metabolism, and angiogenesis through interaction with downstream effectors 
(Lodish et al., 1999; Ramaswamy et al., 1999; Kandel et al., 2002; Whiteman et al., 
2002; Chen et al., 2005).  VEGF is a signaling molecule that plays an essential role in 
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embryonic vasculogenesis and angiogenesis (Carmeliet et al., 1996; Ferrara et al., 1996). 
ERK and ERK1/2 are expressed in all tissues and participate in the Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK 
(MAPK) signal transduction cascade (Lu and Xu, 2006; Roskoski, 2012). In the absence 
of mitogens and stress, ERK is associated with MEK and is anchored in the cytoplasm 
(Fukuda et al., 1997). Mitogenic stimulation or stress induces biphasic ERK (ERK1 and 
ERK2) activation, with an immediate burst of kinase activity and a second wave of lower 
kinase activity that last throughout the G1 phase of the cell cycle for up to 6 hours 
(Kahan et al., 1992; Meloche et al., 1992; Meloche et al., 1995). After phosphorylation 
of ERK1 and ERK2, MEK1 and MEK2 dissociate from ERK1 and ERK2 (Khokhlatchev 
et al., 1998). ERK1/2 then translocates to the nucleus and remains there throughout the 
G1 phase, and can be reversed upon removing the mitogenic stimulus (Adachi et al., 
1999; Matsubayashi et al., 2001; Whitehurst et al., 2002; Kondoh et al., 2005). This 
cascade is directing cellular responses to a diverse array of stimuli such as mitogens, 
osmotic stress, heat stress, and proinflammatory cytokines (Cobb and Goldsmith, 1995). 
This signaling results in the regulation of cell proliferation, gene expression, cell 
differentiation, mitosis, cell survival, and apoptosis (Cobb and Goldsmith, 1995). P38 
MAPK is a member of the MAPK signal transduction pathway and is a regulator of 
inflammatory cytokine biosynthesis (Lee et al., 1994; Rouse et al., 1994).  
NFKB signals to nodes that interact with genes that are peripherally located in the 
network. Akt is indirectly acted upon by CCK, KRT14, and prokineticin receptor 1 
(PROKR1).  KRT14 is down-regulated in response to the current heat stress treatment, 
whereas PROKR1 is not DE. KRT14 has cytoprotective function and modulates 
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phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt–mediated cell proliferation and/or Notch1-
dependent cell differentiation in human epithelial cells (Alam et al., 2011). PROKR1 is 
bound by prokineticins, which leads to calcium mobilization, stimulation of PI3K 
turnover, and the activation of the MAPK signal transduction cascade (Lin et al., 2002; 
Soga et al., 2002; Negri et al., 2007). The down-regulation of KRT14 may represent a 
mechanism to regulate cellular proliferation and differentiation through certain cellular 
pathways.  
VEGF indirectly acts upon ANGPTL4, BNC1, GPR116, PDGFD, and TAAR5, 
while being indirectly acted upon by SUCNR1 and S1004A. The heat stress treatment in 
the current study resulted in the down regulation of ANGPTL4, BNC1, PDGFD, and 
S1004A.  ANGPTL4 functions in angiopoietin promotion, angiopoietin inhibition, and 
cholesterol synthesis in the mouse liver by lipase inhibition (Kersten, 2005; Lichtenstein 
et al., 2007). BNC1 encodes for a polymerase I and II transcriptional factor that regulates 
ribosomal nucleic acid (rRNA) expression, thus increasing the potential for cellular 
proliferation and differentiation in squamous cell carcinomas (Boldrup et al., 2012). 
GPR116 belongs to the G protein-couple receptor family and TAAR5 belongs to the trace 
amine associated receptor family. SUCNR1 participates in signaling to restore damage 
tissue, particularly in stress that is associated with energy balance (Ariza et al., 2012). 
PDGFD promotes cell proliferation, migration, survival, transformation, and 
differentiation through downstream messengers in MAPK and PI3K pathways in human 
cancer cells (Wang et al., 2010). The down-regulation of ANGPTL4 reflects angiopoietin 
regulation and may reflect a response to reduce hepatic cholesterol synthesis. The down-
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regulation of BNC1 may represent a response to reduce cellular proliferation and 
differentiation. The down- regulation of PDGFD may reflect a mechanism to reduce cell 
proliferation, movement, and transformation. 
ERK is indirectly acted upon by angiopoietin-like 1 (ANGPTL4), PDGFD and 
thymocyte selection associated family member 2(THEMIS2), while indirectly acting 
upon BDKRB1, DIO2, DIO3, GPR126 and CCK, and sharing a two-way signaling 
relationship with GPRC5C. The heat stress treatment in the current study resulted in the 
up-regulation of BDKRB1 and DIO3, while resulting in the down-regulation of DIO2. 
ANGPTL4 inhibits the proliferation, migration, tube formation, and adhesion of 
endothelial cells as well as tumor growth in human lung cells (Kuo et al., 2013). 
BDKRB1 encodes for a bradykinin receptor that belongs to the rhodopsin-like GPR that 
function in the regulation of inflammation (Leschner et al., 2011). The binding of 
BDKRB1 leads to an increase in cytosolic Ca
2+
 and results in an inflammatory response 
in mouse embryo cells (Prado et al., 2002). Thyroid hormone plays roles in aerobic 
metabolism and thermal control (Silva, 2005). DIO2 is involved in the preservation of 
thyroid hormone in rat brain tissue (Peeters et al., 2001).Upon early signs of liver 
damage in rats, it has been proposed that DIO3 participates in maintaining energy 
equilibrium, thus avoiding global disruption of the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis 
(Dudek et al., 2013). DIO3 is also associated with the inactivation and degradation of 
thyroid hormone (Friesema et al., 2006). THEMIS2 has been suggested to transduce 
signals that are initiated from B cell receptors (Lesourne et al., 2012). GPR126 and 
GPRC5C are members of the previously described GPR family. The up-regulation of 
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BDKRB1may reflect an inflammatory response to the current heat stress. The combined 
down-regulation of DIO2 and up-regulation of DIO3 may reflect an action to inactivate 
and degrade thyroid hormone, thus regulating metabolism and body temperature. P38 
MAPK indirectly acts upon DIO2 and DIO3, while being acted upon by THEMIS2 and 
N-arachidonylglycine, and being inhibited by activin-like kinase 3-bone morphogenetic 
protein receptor 2 (ALK3-BMPR2). Takenouchi et al. (2012) suggested that N-
arachidonylglycine possesses anti-inflammatory properties that counteract the actions of 
pro-inflammatory macrophages. ALK3-BMPR2 is a gene that functions in inflammation 
regulation in mice endothelial cells (Kim et al., 2013).  
Another node of the “Endocrine System Development and Function, Small 
Molecule Biochemistry, Cell Signaling” network is ERK1/2. It indirectly acts upon 
AKR1C3, while indirectly being acted upon by BDKRB1, CCK, C-type lectin domain 
family 4 (CLEC4A), N-arachidonylglycine, S100A1, and taste receptor, type 1, member 
1 (TAS1R1). ERK1/2 is also inhibited by ALK3-BMPR2. AKR1C3 was down-regulated in 
response to the heat stress treatment in the current study. AKR1C3 functions in inhibition 
of cell differentiation and the reduction of aldehydes and ketones into primary and 
secondary alcohols in human promyelocytic leukemia cells (Desmond et al., 2003; Jez 
and Penning, 2001). CLEC4A belongs to a family of Ca
2+
 -dependent glycan binding 
proteins (C-type lectins) that function as signaling receptors in inflammation, cellular 
tumor response, and cellular viral response (Varki et al., 2009). TAS1R1 has been 
implicated in glucose sensing and energy uptake (Byerly et al., 2010). The up-regulation 
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of AKR1C3 may reflect an increase in cell differentiation and alcohol metabolism in 
response to chronic heat stress. 
Li et al. (2011), using gene ontology analysis, also suggested that members of the 
MAPK signal transduction cascade (MAPK, P38 MAPK, ERK, ERK1/2) were present in 
the broiler breast muscle transcriptome in response to chronic heat stress. The MAPK 
pathway transfers signals from cell surface receptors to the nucleus, regulating gene 
expression, mitosis, metabolism, motility, survival, apoptosis, and cellular differentiation 
(Cargnello and Roux, 2011). In the current study, the genes DE in the broiler liver 
transcriptome in response to heat stress included a polymerase I and II transcriptional 
factor (BNC1), thyroid hormone genes (DIO2 and DIO3), a movement gene (LIMS2), 
cell survival genes (SPSB4 and NID1) an apoptosis-related gene (SPON1), and a gene 
involved with cellular differentiation, PDGFD. The presence of the MAPK pathway and 
DE genes associated with MAPK-related functions, strongly suggests that the MAPK 
pathway is elicited in a wide range of tissues in the broiler in response to chronic heat 
stress. 
To summarize these results, the liver transcriptome of broilers in response to heat 
stress is characterized by a prominent down-regulation of genes involved with cellular 
proliferation and differentiation, a prominent down-regulation of genes involved with 
cellular inflammation- and stress-related signaling, DE in both directions of genes 
associated with regulating inflammation and stress, DE that reflects the breakdown of 
thyroid hormone, DE that reflects cell survival, and the up-regulation of genes 
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responsible for inhibiting feed intake and promoting sphingolipid-related signaling 
function.  
Conclusions  
In conclusion, chronic, cyclic heat stress results in metabolic changes that were 
observed through RNA-seq transcriptome analysis of the broiler liver. The primary 
affected pathways included cell signaling, molecular transport, endocrine system 
development and signaling, and small molecule biochemistry. The information from this 
study provides novel insight into the effects of heat stress on metabolic-related 
pathways; providing a platform for future investigations into the gene networks involved 
in the broiler stress response.  
Methods 
Tissue Collection 
From 22 to 28 days of age, heat-stressed broilers were exposed to daily 7-hour 
cycles of 35
o
 C, while a control group was kept at 25
o
 C throughout this time. Liver 
samples were harvested from 4 sets of full-sibs at the midpoint of the last heat cycle on 
day 28, with one bird of each pair from the heat-stress treatment and one from the 
control group; these samples were used for transcriptome sequencing. Liver samples 
were also harvested from 8 more broilers (4 control and 4 heat-stressed), and included 
with the 8 samples used for RNA-seq for qPCR validation of the transcriptome 
sequencing. 
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Sequencing the Transcriptome 
Total RNA was isolated from the liver samples following the procedures 
described in Cheeseman et al. (2007). The RNA was submitted to the Iowa State 
University DNA Facility, where the liver transcriptomes were sequenced using Illumina 
HiSeq 2000 technology (http://www.illumina.com/systems/hiseq_2000_1000.ilmn). 
Quality Control of RNA-seq Reads 
Read quality was controlled using the FastQC suite version 0.10.1. 
(https://preview.iplantcollaborative.org/de/#workspace). A Phred score of 28 was used to 
control for read quality. 
Mapping Reads to Genome 
The RNA-seq reads were aligned using GSNAP (Wu and Nacu, 2010). This 
program can be used to align single- or paired- end reads that are as short as 14 base 
pairs in length. The RNA-seq reads were mapped back to the genome based on the 
NCBI Gallus gallus Build 4.0 reference genome. The experiment was run using “32 
worker threads” to optimize running efficiently on the server. The output was set to 
“split” and put into a SAM format for convenient downstream analysis. During the 
alignment, the “-m” setting for mismatches was set at default to allow GSNAP to auto 
set the number of allowed mismatches based on read length. This allowed for the best 
alignment across intron-exon boundaries. 
Counting Mapped Reads 
Raw reads were calculated and annotated using the HT-seq package (version 4.7) 
in Python (http://www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/), which is an open source 
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program that allows the input of raw counts from aligned reads to be annotated with 
gene names based on genomic features. The parameters “m<mode>”, and “--
mode=<mode>=” were set to “intersection non-empty”. These settings are less 
restrictive and allow HT-seq to identify as many genes as possible based on overlap 
resolution. The parameter “-stranded” was set to “no” because the cDNA library 
preparation was not strand specific. The parameter “–a <minaqual” was set to “default 
(0)” because the read quality threshold was cutoff at PHRED 28. The feature type was 
set at “-- type=exon” so that the reads would be counted based on exons. The GFF 
attribute used as the feature ID (“--idattr=<id attribute>”) was set to “gene_id”, allowing 
the NCBI GFF file to output gene names. In the case of unmapped reads, special 
categories were provided that explained why the reads were not mapped back to the 
reference genome. 
Testing for DE 
To account for the over-dispersion associated with RNA-seq data, the QuasiSeq 
(Lund et al., 2012) package developed in R (R Development Core Team, 2011) was used 
to analyze the data for DE. The QuasiSeq package is a quasi-likelihood approach based 
on a negative binomial distribution. The important benefit of using QuasiSeq is the 
ability to incorporate the uncertainty in the modeled variances using the estimated quasi-
likelihood dispersion parameter (Lund et al., 2012). 
qPCR and Statistical Analysis  
Total RNA was isolated and quantitative PCR was performed according to 
previously described procedures (Cheeseman et al., 2007; Eldaghayes et al., 2006). All 
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reactions were run in triplicate. The forward and reverse primers used for qPCR are 
listed in Table 1. The mRNA expression levels as mean adjusted Ct values of each 
sample were analyzed using the ANOVA analysis of JMP 8.0.2 software on combined 
data (heat-stress challenged and control-temperature broilers) for each gene separately, 
using the following model:  
Y = µ + challenge + replicate + e. 
Challenge and replicate were considered fixed effects. Student’s t test of JMP 
8.0.2 software was used to determine significant differences (P-value < 0.05) between 
heat-challenged and control treatments. 
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Table 1 – Forward and reverse primers used for qPCR validation of RNA-seq 
 
 
 
Table 2 – P-value of hepatocyte gene expression between heat stressed- and non-heat 
stressed-broilers 
 
 
 
 
Gene            Forward Primer              Reverse Primer 
RFX6 5’ GCCGGTTTAACGGGAGAAGT 3’ 5’ CATCATCTGCGTGATGCTCT 3’ 
SPSB4 5’ AATGGACTTGACCCGGAAC 3’ 5’ TTTCAGAGACAGAGGCAAAGG 3’ 
TRPC5 5’ CTGCCCTGGGTTCTAGGTTT 3’ 5’ GGGAGTTCATTGCAAAATCC 3’ 
BNC1 5’ TGGATATGTGCTGCAGGATG 3’ 5’ TGCCATTAACTCCACAATGG 3’ 
ANGPTL4 5’ TGTGACATGACTGCAGAAGG 3’ 5’ CAGCCAGAAGTCACCATGAA 3’ 
LIMS2 5’ CAGATGGGCTTTTCTATGAGTT 3’ 5’  GAAACATTCTGGGTGCCAGT 3’ 
ERC2 5’ GTCTTGCCTCAACACAGCAA 3’ 5’ GGCAATGTTTGCATCCTTTT 3’ 
S100A1 5’ AGCTGAGCAAGAAGGAGCTG 3’ 5’ GGTCCTGCATGATCTTCTCC 3’ 
FGF14 5’ TACCCAAGCCATTGGAAGTT 3’ 5’ GTTTGCCGCCATTCATTATT 3’ 
DIO3 5’ GCTCTCTTCCTTCGGGATCT 3’ 5’ CCCATTTCAAAATCGGTCAT 3’ 
Gene                RNA-seq        qPCR 
RFX6 0.01    0.4 
SPSB4 0.001    0.008 
TRPC5 0.02    0.2 
BNC1 0.004    0.1 
ANGPTL4 0.0006    0.02 
LIMS2 0.02    0.4 
ERC2 0.02    0.8 
S100A1 0.005    0.008 
FGF14 0.008    0.7 
DIO3 0.00009    0.02 
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Supporting Information Table 1 – P-values, fold changes, and q-values for DE genes 
 
Gene                    P-value         Fold Change  q-value 
RFX6 0.01    -12     0.6 
LOC100857 0.007    -11     0.6 
SPSB4 0.001    -11     0.3 
GPR133 0.0005    -11     0.2 
TRPC5 0.02    -11     0.7 
LOC427426 0.02    -11     0.7 
BNC1 0.004    -11     0.5 
LOC423425 0.02    -10     0.7 
ANGPTL4 0.0006    -3     0.2 
LOC100859 0.03    -2     0.7 
LOC420770 0.04    -2     0.7 
LOC100858 0.01    -2     0.7 
KRT14 0.009    -2     0.6 
FMOD 0.001    -2     0.3 
LOC419500 0.004    -2     0.5 
LOC100858 0.01    -2     0.7 
SCN3B 0.03    -2     0.7 
S100A4 0.005    -2     0.5 
LOC100858 0.04    -2     0.7 
TRIM50 0.05    -2     0.7 
BRCC3 0.02    -2     0.7 
LOC771141 0.08    -2     0.8 
PDGFD 0.03    -2     0.7 
AKR1C3 0.05    -2     0.7 
SPON1 0.03    -2     0.7 
DIO2 0.006    -1     0.5 
NID1 0.01     1     0.6 
HFM1 0.01     1     0.6 
BDKRB1 0.04     2     0.7 
CCK 0.04     2     0.7 
MYRIP 0.007     2     0.5 
ORMDL3 0.05     2     0.7 
RNF220 0.03     2     0.7 
LIMS2 0.02     2     0.7 
ERC2 0.02     2     0.7 
S100A1 0.005     2     0.5 
FGF14 0.008     2     0.5 
DIO3 0.00009     3     0.1 
LOC395159 0.001     5     0.3 
LOC100857 0.0008    20     0.3 
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Figure 1 - Cell Signaling, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule Biochemistry Network 
Pathway analysis of gene functions in broiler liver transcriptome in response to chronic, 
cyclic heat stress. Red color shows up-regulation and green color shows down-regulation 
(IPA). White molecules are not DE, but are included to illustrate association with 
significantly up-regulated and down-regulated genes. 
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Figure 2 - Endocrine System Development and Function, Small Molecule Biochemistry 
Cell Signaling Network 
Pathway analysis of gene functions in broiler liver transcriptome in response to chronic, 
cyclic heat stress. Red color shows up-regulation and green color shows down-regulation 
(IPA). White molecules are not DE, but are included to illustrate association with 
significantly up-regulated and down-regulated genes. 
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Figure 3 - Significance levels of functions associated with DE genes in broiler liver in 
response to chronic, cyclic heat stress 
Threshold was set at P = 0.05 and indicated as -log (P-value) on the Y-axis. X- axis 
shows functions of DE genes. 
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CHAPTER 5.  GENERAL DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Progression through increasingly complex gene expression platforms 
The current dissertation represents a progression through the technological 
platforms that have been used to analyze gene expression in poultry over the past 
decade. I begin my dissertation research in 2009, a pivotal period in poultry genetics. 
The draft genome sequence of the Red Jungle fowl had just been released 5 years earlier, 
the tools used for the statistical analysis of microarray data were being refined, data 
mining tools for gene network analysis were being enhanced, and the experimental 
designs for microarray experiments were being appropriately applied (Bhattacharya and 
Mariani, 2009; International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004). Upon 
entering the final study of my dissertation (Chapter 4), next-generation sequencing 
technology was being used to characterize the transcriptome of specific tissues in 
chickens (Li et al., 2011). Conducting my research during this dynamic period in poultry 
genetics, afforded me the opportunity to progress from using qPCR technology to 
analyze the expression of candidates genes in poultry, to using microarray technology to 
analyze the expression of tens of thousands of genes in the liver of Salmonella-infected 
broilers, to finally using RNA-seq technology to characterize the liver transcriptome of 
heat-stressed broilers. 
These platforms were used to analyze the gene expression profiles of 
immunological and metabolic-related tissues of chickens in response to S. Enteritidis 
infection and heat stress. The information obtained from these studies added to our 
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understanding of the chicken response to stressors on both a candidate and global gene 
level. The following specific topics were explored: 1) splenic cytokine profiles of 
broiler, Leghorn, and Fayoumi hens in response to S. Enteritidis infection, 2) liver 
transcriptome of broilers in response to S. Enteritidis infection, and 3) liver 
transcriptome of broilers in response to chronic, cyclic heat stress. 
 The value of conserving genetic diversity 
The cytokine profiles of 3 distinct genetic lines of chickens (broiler, Leghorn, 
and Fayoumi) were characterized in Chapter 3. This study highlighted a variety of 
immune responses and mechanisms that are employed by chickens from distinct genetic 
backgrounds. The difference in immune response to S. Enteritidis can be attributed to the 
genetic diversity that exists among the 3 lines. Highly inbred research lines such as the 
Fayoumi and Leghorn lines in Chapter 3 have rapidly disappeared (Fulton, 2012). 
Although these lines may not be suitable for introgression into commercial lines, they 
serve as highly effective discovery platforms for modern-day poultry production. The 
maintenance of such lines is crucial for the research of disease-related traits because of 
the high extent of linkage disequilibrium (LD) they possess. 
The influence of genetic diversity on resistance traits in poultry has been well 
documented (Kramer et al., 2003; Tohidi et al., 2012). According to Cheng et al. (2013), 
the reduction of genetic diversity in chickens increases the possibility for disease 
outbreaks. Inbreeding depression, a reduction in the fitness traits of a population, may be 
the underlying mechanism responsible for reduced disease resistance in a population 
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with limited genetic variability. Bijlsma and Loeschcke (2012) stated that inbreeding 
practices under stressful conditions lowers a population’s ability to adapt to the stress.  
With the consolidation of commercial poultry production to just a few global 
companies, the conservation of genetic diversity in the public sector is more important 
than ever. The worldwide production of poultry is basically relegated to two groups, the 
EW group (layers, broilers, and turkeys) based in Germany and the Hendrix group 
(layers and turkeys) based in the Netherlands (Silversides and Liu, 2013). Poultry 
breeders maintain distinct grandparent genetic lines as a source of diversity. As 
commercial production leads to increasingly crowded environments, commercial 
chickens are experiencing higher temperatures and higher probabilities of microbial 
infection. This further highlights the need to maintain diverse grandparent stocks. The 
maintenance of grandparent stock using artificial insemination is the simplest method to 
conserve genetic diversity. Although this may be the easiest method to maintain genetic 
diversity at this point, the cost of feed, vaccination, and the housing of grandparent stock 
are expenses associated with this practice. Researchers are currently developing 
technologies that employ cryopreservation of avian gonads to conserve genetic diversity 
(Silversides and Liu, 2013). 
Characterizing the metabolic stress response of broilers 
The purpose of the studies reported in Chapters 3 and 4 was to characterize the 
liver transcriptomes of broilers in response to S. Enteritidis infection and chronic, cyclic 
heat stress. The major advantage of characterizing the transcriptome of broilers in 
response to both a biotic and an abiotic stressor is that we can determine common gene 
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expression signatures of both gene network analyses. By determining the common 
signatures in response to different types of stressors, we can better understand the 
consensus-type metabolic response of broilers to stressors.  
Members of the MAPK signal transduction cascade (MAPK, P38 MAPK, ERK, 
ERK1/2) were present in the broiler liver transcriptome in response to both S. Enteritidis 
infection and heat stress. These results are consistent with another chronic, cyclic heat 
stress experiment in broilers, that of Li et al. (2011). The MAPK pathway transfers 
signals from cell surface receptors to the nucleus, this regulates gene expression, mitosis, 
metabolism, motility, survival, apoptosis, and cellular differentiation (Cargnello and 
Roux, 2011). Both network analyses have DE genes that represent these functions. The 
DE genes in the broiler liver transcriptome in response to S. Enteritidis included 
polymerases (POLDIP3 and POLH), a mitotic spindle checkpoint (MAD2L1), a 
cholesterol oxidation gene (CYP27A1), pro-apoptotic genes (AIFM1 and SOCS6), and a 
gene that promotes cellular differentiation gene, DPYSL2. The DE genes in the broiler 
liver transcriptome in response to heat stress included a polymerase I and II 
transcriptional factor (BNC1), thyroid hormone genes (DIO2 and DIO3), a movement 
gene (PDGFD), an apoptosis-related gene (SPON1), and a gene involved with cellular 
movement, LIMS2.  The presence of this pathway and DE genes with related functions 
in both analyses, strongly suggests that a wide range of stressors elicit the MAPK 
pathway in the broiler liver transcriptome. 
The only specific gene that was DE in response to both S. Enteritidis and chronic, 
cyclic heat stress was BRCC3. It is a key regulator of angiogenesis and a loss of function 
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of this gene can result in artery constriction (Miskinyte et al., 2011). BRCC3 was down-
regulated in both network analyses suggesting a possible host mechanism to reduce 
inflammation in response to S. Enteritidis infection and heat stress. Overall, the 
comparison of the two network analyses provides us with insight into the genetic 
signature of metabolic stress response of broilers. 
Novel nature of characterizing liver transcriptome  
As mentioned in the previous section, the broiler liver transcriptome was 
characterized in the studies summarized in Chapters 3 and 4. All previous transcriptome 
studies of Salmonella-infected chickens have analyzed immune-related tissues (Chiang 
et al., 2008; Ciraci et al., 2010; Zhou and Lamont, 2007). In Chapter 3, the transcriptome 
of a metabolic-related tissue, the liver, in response to S. Enteritidis infection was 
characterized. This study provides the first report of a transcriptome analysis in a 
metabolic-related tissue in Salmonella-infected chickens. Furthermore, this is the first 
study to characterize the transcriptome of the liver in Salmonella-infected chickens. 
In Chapter 4 the transcriptome of the broiler liver in response to chronic, cyclic 
heat stress was characterized. This was the first study to characterize the effects of heat 
stress on the liver transcriptome in chickens, the first RNA-seq study of metabolic-
related tissue in chickens, and only the second RNA-seq study reported on heat-stressed 
broilers. RNA-seq experiments in heat-stressed chickens have been limited in number. 
The other two published RNA-seq experiments studying the effects of heat stress on the 
transcriptome of chicken tissue were Li et al. (2011) and Wang et al. (2013). Li et al. 
(2011) characterized the breast muscle of heat stressed broilers, reporting the 
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involvement of MAPK and NFKB pathways. Chapter 4 validates the presence of these 
same pathways in the metabolic stress response of liver of broilers to heat stress. Wang 
et al. (2013) characterized the transcriptome of sertoli cells in Taiwanese roosters to heat 
stress. Collectively, the studies summarized in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 provide a novel view 
into the host response to stress. They also provide a platform for other studies to 
investigate the effects of biotic and abiotic stressors on the transcriptome of metabolic-
related chicken tissue. 
Limitations of the research  
Although the research reported in this dissertation provides the scientific 
community with many novel insights into the stress response of chickens, as with any 
research, there are limitations. One of these limitations is the time-specific nature of our 
gene-expression investigations. Thus, the gene expression profiles only represent a 
snapshot of the time point in which the tissues were sampled. Another limitation of the 
research was the tissue-specific nature of the investigations. Each tissue in an organism 
expresses its own specific population of RNAs, or transcriptome; thus the gene 
expression profiles only represent the sampled tissues. In the RNA-seq study (Chapter 
4), splice site detection, the discovery of novel transcripts, and the quantification of 
transcript isoforms weren’t performed. These analyses weren’t performed because the 
sequencing depth of the samples didn’t meet the recommended threshold. 
The poor functional annotation of genes within the chicken genome was a major 
limitation of the research. One of the main journal reviewer comments of the Chapter 3 
study was regarding the discrepancy between the expression of SOCS6 and the 
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expression of AIFM1, MAD2L1, USP7, and USP52. Prior to Lin et al. (2012), SOCS6 
was thought to function as a member of the suppressor of cytokines (SOC) family. The 
down-regulation of a (SOCS) member would have been a contradiction to the down-
regulation of genes associated with inflammation.  Fortunately, the publishing of Lin et 
al. (2012) occurred during the journal manuscript revision period of the Chapter 3 study. 
Lin et al. (2012) reported that SOCS6 causes apoptotic activity through an intrinsic 
mitochondrial pathway. This timely finding strongly supported the gene expression 
pattern observed in Chapter 3, which became a part of the successful version of the 
manuscript which is now published. Furthermore, another pro-apoptotic gene that 
functions in a mitochondria-associated pathway, AIFM1, was down-regulated in the 
broiler liver response to S. Enteritidis infection. The correct functional annotation of 
SOCS6, helped clarify the metabolic stress response of broilers to S. Enteritidis infection.  
In addition to the limitations on gene-level analyses, the poor functional 
annotation limited the network analyses of DE genes. Although 44 genes were DE in the 
broiler liver in response to S. Enteritidis infection (Chapter 3), only 30 were annotated. 
This eliminates almost one-third of the genes DE in response to S. Enteritidis infection 
from network analysis; thus eliminating candidate genes and only partially 
characterizing the liver transcriptome. Although 40 genes were DE in the broiler liver in 
response to chronic, cyclic heat stress (Chapter 4), only 27 genes were annotated and 
included in network analysis. Manual functional annotation based on the literature is 
needed to resolve this limitation in function annotation. 
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Future research directions  
The research described in this dissertation has contributed to the characterization 
of gene expression profiles of immunological and metabolic tissues in chickens in 
response to biotic and abiotic stressors. The characterization of these tissues adds to our 
understanding of the response to S. Enteritidis infection and heat stress on both candidate 
and global gene levels in chickens. These findings provide a platform for further 
investigation into the characterization of the mitochondria-associated apoptosis pathway, 
the characterization of transcriptomes of immune and non-immune tissue, and 
commercial application to produce broilers resilient to the effects of S. Enteritidis and 
heat stress.  
Chapter 2 highlighted the need to fully understand the mitochondria-associated 
apoptosis pathway. Gene knockout approaches to investigate gene function are feasible 
in other models, such as mice, but have not been fully developed in chickens (Nishijima 
and Iijima, 2013; Sung et al., 2013). Comparative genomics can be used to explore gene 
function, but chicken orthologs may function differently than in other organisms because 
of phylogenetic distance. Researchers are currently exploring methods to incorporate 
transcriptional activation-like effector nucleases (TALENs) to knockout genes in 
chickens (Nishijima and Iijima, 2013). TALENs can be used to incorporate double 
strand breaks at specific sites in the DNA, which facilitates homologous recombination 
and errors in repair. The errors in repair that result from these breaks can be used as a 
method to knockout genes. To further understand the mitochondria-associated pathway 
in which SOCS6 functions, TALENs could be used to knock out SOCS6 and DNM1L 
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activity. DNM1L is a gene that encodes for DRP1, a protein that SOCS6 recruits to the 
mitochondria for organelle constriction. By knocking out SOCS6 and DNM1L, 
researchers could determine the up-stream regulators of SOCS6 and other down-stream 
targets of DNM1L. 
Additional transcriptome experiments are needed to completely understand the 
immune and metabolic responses of broilers to S. Enteritidis and heat stress, and the 
interaction of genes across different tissues. Additional immune and non-immune tissues 
should be studied to investigate the response of broilers to S. Enteritidis. Characterizing 
the transcriptome of only immune tissues doesn’t highlight gene interactions that exist 
between immune and non-immune tissues. These studies should also be done in a 
temporal manner to clarify these responses over time. 
Genotyping technologies can be used to enhance selection for the commercial 
production of broilers that are resilient to S. Enteritidis and heat stress. Although broilers 
have a lower extent of LD compared to layers, the 600k Chicken SNP array developed 
by the Roslin Institute, Affymetrix Ltd., Aviagen Ltd., Hy-Line International, and the 
German Synbreed consortium is equipped to capture variance in broilers (Kranis et al., 
2013). According to Megens et al. (2009), 100 SNPs is the threshold for an array to be 
effective in whole-genome marker assay in chickens. The 600k Chicken SNP array 
incorporates a (3:2) ratio of broiler and layer SNPs, providing similar capture power of 
the genetic diversity from both breeds (Qanbari et al., 2010). Poultry breeders currently 
use SNP data to select for desired traits. Thus, these SNPs can be used for genomic 
selection to select for disease and heat resistance in broilers. Although genotyping the 
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entire population will not be feasible for broiler producers, genotyping the parent stock 
with the 600k Chicken SNP array, genotyping the progeny with 60k SNP chips (Illumina 
Inc., San Diego, CA), and using imputation methods will eliminate the phase problems 
of MAS can be done (Fulton, 2012). As tools become more available and functional 
annotation of the chicken genome improves, using high-density arrays to select for 
commercial broilers that are resilient to S. Enteritidis and heat stress will become 
increasingly plausible. 
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